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~tl'l-Qte 
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
Buffalo. N 8W York 
7947 
[Im~ 
PUBLISHED FOR THE GRADUATING CLASS 
STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
BUFFALO, NEW YORl'1 ' 
THIS IS YOUR YEARBOOK-vivid memories of a happy, 
exciting year. This is you, as you were in year 1940' 
1941, epitomized in snapshots and memos. The 
ELMS staff this year has sought to preserve for you 
those special fleeting moments, that happy combi-. 
nation of daily trivials and memorable events that 
have given this year its distinctive personality. 
From campus and classroom, from gymnasium 
and ballroom, the staff has tried to place between 
the covers of the ELMS, memories of what we, the 
students, have done between September and June. 
It is our hope that you will find interest in these 
pages today, love them in a year or two, cherish 
them forever. 
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1. ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
2. DAYS FILLED WITH LAUCHTE', 
CAMPUS FEATURES AND TRADITIOt>.:S 
3, AND THESE SHALL NEVER DIE 
HONORARY FRATERNITIES 
SOCIAL FRATERNITIES 
ORCA NIZATIONS 
4· JUST WATCH THAT TEAM CO 
SPORTS 
5. SING TO EACH CLASS 
VERDANT FRESHMEN 
BLITHE SOPHOMORES 
SOPHISTICATED JUNIORS 
STATELY SENIORS 
rare humor 
cT1tlCa l meditatioll 
thorough scllOlar 
hospitality " wetl dOlle" 
historic(l i "authority" 
witty imerpretarioll 
DEDICATION 
T o DR. ROBERT O. DEMoND, we dedicate this 1941 ELMS in appreciation of his conservative in-
fonnality, unusual hospitality; and unequaled interpretation of Am.erican History. Spiced by his 
unique hurnor, stimulated by his Socratic questioning l his classes have been an inspiration to those of 
us who seek light ina world of darkness. His high standards of scholarship have won the respect and 
admiration of students and colleagues alike. 
Shadows . ...... . 
Will always find my memory 
Deep in the bygone used to be 
And then once again in the hush of the 
twilight and shadows 
You're with me 
• 
Or 
I~ 
Shadows. 
And every breeze that wanders by 
Whispers to me ... your fond good-bye 
Oh please remember the traditions that 
we've treasured 
N.e'er let them die 
Echoes of the campus 
Come and fill our hearts 
Give us just this memory 
BeJore we depart 
I 
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FACULTY 
They stand before us, the finished product-
teachers. They are the models, after which we, the 
raw material, shall be fashioned. With pride and 
admiration, we look up to these experienced faculty 
members. They are leading us along the "royal road 
to learning." We see them as the symbols of academic 
achievement we are striving to attain--our faculty 
... the academic procession. 
Harry W. Rockwell. President 
OUR PRP..5IDENT , , , loquacious, magnetic, thorough ... the amateur who looks at the world,- some" 
times with mature optimism, sometimes with undeniable pessimism ... full of undying zeal for im~ 
proving campus life and campus activities ... severe critic, ever raising the standards beyond our 
reach. 
ADMINISTRATION 
RALPH HORN 
D EAN OF M EN 
CATHERINE E. REED 
DEAN Of W OMEN 
R OHERT E. A LBRIGHT 
Professor of Sociology, Director of Extension 
GRACE A. ALLEN 
Assistant Director of Training. A S!li!ltant Principal of the 
School of Practice 
CHARLES B. BRADLEY 
Professor of Art EJucation 
SHERMAN G. C RAYTON 
Profcssor of EJucation 
R OBERT O. DEMoND 
Professor of History 
REUBEN S. EBERT 
Professor of Mathematics 
OSCAR E. HERTZBERG 
Professor of Psycholo~y 
RUTH E. H OUSTON 
Professor of Health Education 
EsTHJ!R M CGINNIs 
Professor of Home Economics 
CHARLES A. MESSNER 
Professor of Languages 
IRVING C. PBRKINS 
Professor of V ocational Education 
CHESTER A. Pu(;SLF.Y 
Professor of Elemen tary School Admini!;lration. Princip31 
of the School of Practice 
CHARLES C . R OOT 
Professor of Education. Dircc tor of the Summer Session 
MILDRED L. SIPP 
Professor of Home Economics 
PAUL W. SLOAN 
Professor of Education 
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HARRY J. STEEL 
Professor of Educa tion , Director of Training 
J OHN M. THURBER 
Professor of English 
K ...... TE V. W OffORD 
Profl:ssor of Rural Education 
RAYMOND M. FRETZ 
A~istant Professor of Sdencc , Acting Dean of Men 
ANNA M. GEMMILL 
Assistant Professor of Science 
MINA S. GOOSSEN 
Assistant I?rofessor of English and Dramatics 
IR ENE HIRSCH 
Assistant Profes90r of Education 
EILEEN MULHOLLAND 
Assista nt Professor of En :{lish 
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MARTIlA S. PRATT 
Assistant Professor of Home Econorpics Education 
GEORGE M. QUACKENBUSH 
Assistant Professor of Vocational Organization 
MARGARET S. QUAYLE 
A~istant Professor of Education 
ESTHER F. SEGNER 
Assis tant Profc9sor of Home Economic!! Education 
RUTH E. SPEIR 
Assistant Professor of Music 
K A THERYNE T HOMAS WHITTEMORE 
Assistant Profcssor of Geography 
GEORGE L. BOYD 
lnatructor in M athematics and Science 
I 
I 
I 
I 
HOMER A. BRUCE 
Instructor in Education 
MARION A. CLARK 
Financial Secretary 
RUTH M. C LARK 
Instructor in Art 
VELMA R. C LARK 
instructor in Home Economics 
HUBERT E. COYER 
Instructor in Health Education and Coach 
HAROLD C. CRAIN 
Instructor in English 
STANLEY A. CZUR LI!S 
Instructor in Art 
MARION P. D ANA 
Instructor in History 
I 
GEORGE C. DECKER 
Instructor in Woodworking 
MA RGARET D UPRE 
Instructor in Science 
JOH N FONTANA 
Jnstructor in Mechanics 
Vm.C I NIA M. FROST 
Instructor in Physical Education 
HERTHA S, GANBY 
Instructor in English and Latin 
ELEANOR M. G OVER 
Instructor in Sixth Grade, School of Practice 
ANDREW W. GRABAU 
Instructor iII English 
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MARGARET A. GRANT 
Instructor in Home Economics Education 
D A NIEL GROSSMAN 
Instructor in Art 
f RANCES G. HEP[NSTAlL 
Head Librarian 
CAROLYN W. HEYMAN 
Instructor. in Art 
DAVID R. H ODGIN 
Instructor in English 
GEORGE E. HUCKINS 
Instructor in Printing 
EDNA W. H URD 
Instructor in Music 
M ARY L. J AM ISON 
Kindergarten Instructor, School of Prac tice 
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A RLlNE JOI-INSON 
Instructor in Home &onomics Education 
HARRY C. J OHNSON 
Instructor in M athematics and Science. School of Practice 
RUTH McLEAN KARCHER 
Instructor in Art 
F AYB K BEVER 
Instructor in Home Economics 
ISABEL HOUCK KIDENEY 
Registrar 
I N EZ M. KNA PP 
Instructor in Fourth Grade, School of Practice 
MARY L OUISE M c MAHON 
Instructor in M usic 
I 
I' 
LESTER B. MASON 
Instructor in History 
MARTHA G. METZ 
Instructor in First Grade, School o,f Practice 
EDWARD L. M ORRICE 
Instructor in Methods and Practice Teach ing 
MAYC. NYE 
Instructor in Home Economics 
STELLA O'REILLY 
Instructor in Fifth Grade, School of Practice 
RUTH PALMER 
instructor in Home Economics 
HAROLD F. PETERSON 
Instructor in Economics and History 
GERTRUD!! ROACH 
Instructor in Hea lth Education 
II 'I ' 
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THERESA A. ROEHSLER 
Instructor in Second Grade, Sc hool of Practice 
M ILDRED S. ROESSER 
I nstructor in History 
HAROLD]. ROESSER 
Instructor in Science 
Au"fA R. ROUDEBUSH 
Instructor in Home Economics 
WINIPRED SALOM 
Instructor in Health Education 
MURIEL S. SH OEMAKER 
Instructor in Third Grade, School of Practice 
MARGUI~RITE STOCKBERGER 
Instructor in History and Social Stud ies, School of Practice 
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M . MELVINA SVEC 
Instructor in Geogra phy, School of Practice 
CHAR LES A. VAll 
Instructor in Science 
WALTER B. WEDER 
I nstructor in Electricity 
D. KENNETH WINEBRENNER 
Instructor in Art 
ROSAMOND OLIEF ABATE 
Assistant Librarian 
ALEEN B EYER ACKERMAN 
Assistant in Extcn"ion Department. Director of Publicity 
MARION F. AYERS 
Assistant College Nurse 
HARRY W. CURTIN 
Superintendent of Bllildings and Grounds 
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CHARLOT MOEHLAU FETTl!RMAN 
Assistant Manager of the Bookstore 
MARY R. F ONTANA 
Manager of the Bookstore 
MABEL B. GILBERT 
Cafeteria Director 
CAROLINE KINSEY GORDNIER 
Alumni and Placement Secretary 
ETHEL M. H. HANSEN 
College Nurse 
AMALIA L. ONODY 
Assistant Registrar 
KATHRYN S. GRAHAM 
Senior Stenographer 
, 
. i 
I 
HAZEL S. BLATT 
Steno~rapher 
JANE L. DrAoOARIO 
Stenographer 
BERDENA C. DOLBERG 
Stenographer 
AGNES H. LO UCHREN 
Stenographer 
MARyM. MAY 
Stenographer 
ROSEMARY G. FORNES 
Stenographer 
Local Board of Visitors 
EDWARD H: BUTLER 
MOREY C. BARTHOLOMEW 
WILLIt\M WARREN SMITH 
THOMAS B. LOCKWOOD 
DANIEL]. KENEFICK 
ALBERT HART HOPKINS 
HELEN Z. M. RODGERS 
President 
Secretary 
'Treasurer 
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FEATURES 
The long procession passes before your eyes. You as you arc 
at work; you as you are at play. The kaleidoscope of college 
life- you full of Christmas spirit; merrily decorating at Holly 
Hanging; you in all your elegant finery, Jreamily dancing at the 
Junior Prom and the Senior Ball. Good times of a glowing year 
arc now marching memories--HXX) lusty voices ringing out at 
Interclass Sing; that gaiety at Moving-Up Day; and the thrills 
and excitement of Stunt Night. Preserved here arc the cherished 
fleeting moments which would have escaped us forever ... tbe 
days filled with laughter and fr iendships. 
First whiff of real .college . 
first green days filled with mas-
sive name tags, unsure "hellos" 
to austclc upperclassmen . 
Alma Mater sung as solo, as a 
duet, even as a chorus . .. propo~ 
sals in the most awful places and 
at rnost inconvenient times ... 
baby dolls ... balloons, peanuts 
by the nose along a grating side-
walk . . . piles of books to be 
carried for those silly sopbs . 
signatures, signatures and still 
more autographs ... frosh court 
brings out hidden talent ... at 
the end comes the tug-of-war; one 
last chance to show the sophs 
who's who ... Then frosh camp 
· .. gangs of scared newcomers ... 
complacent upperclassmen taking 
competent charge ... describing 
the joys and good times of college 
life ... hiking through the color-
ful woods . .. do you come from 
Podunk' Oh, do you know B1u 
B1uefuss' ... how about a set of 
tennis . .. you see that teacher 
over there? They say she gives 
horrible tests ... skits tonight . . . 
what'll we do? Treasure hunt? 
· .. ah, suckers in the treasure 
chest .. . sunny Sunday morning 
· .. the last breakfast .. . good-
bye .. . but it's the beginning of 
a college career at State . . . As 
long as you live will you ever 
forget the scene of the tower sil.-
houetted against the sky in the 
moonlight ... or the campus com~ 
pletely buried under a blanket of 
snow . .. School of Practice .. . 
student teachers dashing in .. . 
and out ... wild~haired geniuses 
carting huge drawings into the 
art school . . . all these.bec0me a 
part of the you that's going to 
college ... 
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Delta, Alpha, Phi, Omicron 
and all the rest .. . secret mottoes 
and pledges wreathed in a Greek 
name _ .. promises of undying de~ 
votian , . , and loyalty ... new 
found brothers .. that extra' 
special smile from someone ... 
that meaningful glint in a sister's 
eye .. , dances with those you 
love, your fraternity pals and 
your best beaux ... bull,sessions 
· _ . intimate meetings ... special 
news .. , special jokes . .. doing 
things together . sales in the 
student center, selling everything 
from green carnations to cookies 
· .. dances in the gym ... eti' 
quet te for sorority study tonight 
. . binding friendships that will 
live always, .. Long after the 
rnem.ories of A 'g and e'g ha ve dis, 
appeared, there will be thoughts 
of jolly get-togethers .. . parties 
with other fraternities and soror' 
ities . . . Inter,fraternity Ball 
every fall ... symbol of extended 
good fellowship . . . pride in 
showing off your date, .. fratern~ 
ity pins hung on your favorite 
girl ... rushing season ... meet' 
ing people ... judging ... weigh-
ing . , , deciding ... pledging ... 
dressing in grotesque outfits. 
perfonning humiliating tasks ... 
carrying pails and wearing ear' 
rings and hair bows . .. laughed 
at .. . and laughing , , . drawn 
closer and closer into the bond of 
brotherhood ... ' Pan-Hel dance 
· . , everyone radiant .. , new 
gowns of pale billows , . , Of 
sleeky sophisticated formals . . . 
best fellows in attendance . . . 
meeting your sorority sisters' 
"one and only" , .. parting at 
graduation ... joining alumni 
chapters .. coming back to meet' 
iogs to reminisce . .. and sigh. 
Campus life .. . the glorious tra' 
ditions that will never fade from 
spirited hearts ... the winter 
holiday season begun with holly 
hanging ... pungent laurel draped 
gracefully along the halls .. . tiny 
pines and a large one ... holly .. . 
sprigs of inviting mistletoe . .. a 
stuffing Christmas dinner . . . 
M iss Gi lbert's best turkey ... 
the Christmas play, , . hosts of 
heavenly beings .. stalwart 
shepherds ... an exquisite ma' 
donna . .. an adoring and humble 
Joseph ... a sudden strong reali-
.ation of the deep truth that un-
derlies all the fun ... In terclass 
Sing. , , early in the fall, , . first 
important event of the College 
year . .. ganlenias in the Seniors' 
hair .. . pom-pams for the Sophs 
· .. a rom.antic silhouette by the 
Freshmen . . . Juniors on a portico 
Booded with moonlight ... 50ft 
lights, , . A lma Mater . .. Seniors 
review four years of Sings, from 
Three lllind Mice on through a 
host of sentimental tunes ·that 
they have made their specialty . . , 
Juniors. Prosh do creditably, .. 
Sophs come through to win the 
banner after a d ose tussle . . . 
Junior Prom . .. roses ... best 
gowns ... best beaux . . . smooth 
orchestra for light hearts ... an 
olel ·fashioned walt" ... swift. 
swirling rhythm . .. vL1cation 
farewells ... the merriest Christ, 
mas ever . .. Stunt N ite ... One, 
two, three, kick ... one, two, 
three. kick ... the conga, , . tbe 
cake . . . Seniors risking their 
necks and johs to win first prize 
· . . Sophomores spouting verse 
and chasing a poor, lone, defense-
less male . .. Home Ec Sophs bak-
ing as usual ... lovely senoritas 
try ing to vamp senOIs who L1re 
too la.y to be vamped ... Pancho 
looking for Dr. Peterson ... Ben-
i to looking for Dr. Peterson . 
where is the Doc7 ... a giggl ing 
audience ... a howling L1udience 
· .. sLlccess! 
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A long in the spring CaInes Pan-
Hellenic day ... sorority spirit 
comes through . .. embroidered 
Greek em blems . , , Before long 
the Y Carnival pitches its tent on 
campus . . . dart throwing . _ . 
ring tossing .. _ fortune tel1ing in 
slnall mysterious havens . . . hot 
dogs fresh from the fire ... flow-
ers . . . candy _ . . a turn-of-the-
century root-heel' garden ... pea' 
nut shell bracelets . . . gaudy cos' 
tumes _ .. hlare of music .. _ at 
the end, dusty. exhausted. happy 
... Spring Concert ... youthful 
blending of happy voices, .. the 
first harbinger of the new season 
. , . the Glee Clubs all dressed up 
in extra special gowns and best 
voice ... Band out of jackets and 
into formal attire ... male war-
blers strong and sincere, pene-
trating . .. talented soloists ... 
crowning glory, the Wom~n's 
Senior Glee Club .. . hannomous 
combination of sweet song .. _ 
glorious song, glorious presenta-
tion .. . a State tradition as 
stau11ch as the pillars . .. our own 
culture. __ a symbol of talent _ .. 
an honest effor t . . . a glorious 
achievem.ent ... our contribution 
to the finer th ings of life , .. like· 
wise the Spring Play ,. cyn ic 
G. B. Shaw's "Arms and the 
Man" .. . the choicest Thespians 
glamorous Marion as the 
major's daughter, . . Ralph. t he 
enemy hero ... intrigue _ . . ad-
venture ... fight to a romantic 
finish . . _ <'.n excellent work _ .. 
dramatics extraordinary . __ su' 
perior costumes . . . lights and 
scenery . . . hours of gruelling 
practice hring triumph, a glorious 
success to Miss Goossen's cast 
.. a four-star producrion .. . 
Add to all these shopping at 
the Co-op, studying in the friend-
ly library at night ... badminton 
in the Gym, griping over, and en' 
joying the School of Pract_ice, 
lounging in the Social Centers, 
and exploring the num.erous hoxes 
in the Student Center ... These 
make up the non-academic part 
of a college careel . . . 
State's Queen of the May for 
1941 , , , dark, intelligent, soft 
spoken Joan, , ,her eyes like deep 
pools . .. haunting . .. myst.erious 
· . . her smile demure in spite of 
its quiet warmth ... willing to 
offer her assistance . . . with pru-
dence and care ... reliable as the 
tower chimes . .. an unobtrusive 
friend .. wjsdOll1 profound as 
the deep sea , , , this is our May 
Queen . . . our choice for the 
Queen of '41. 
Ready to wait upon her majes-
ty's word are the attendants . .. 
Seniors , .. Peggy ... a gay in-
genue .. . sparkling, fhrtatious 
eyes . , . an Irish pug nose . .. and 
dimples ... friendly to all ... and 
perfectly lovable .. . Norma of 
the soft black hair ... penetrat-
ing, understanding . .. and ever 
ready with sympathy ... com-
panion alike to man and woman 
· . . Juniors send Arlene . . . cute 
· . . demure as the first breath of 
spring ... quiet with calm con-
sideration ... disinclined to seek 
out recognition .. . Ruth, the 
sporty one ... black hair, intelli-
gent eyes with sparkles of gayety 
· .. warm~hearted smile . .. ever 
ready for what comes . .. loyal 
· .. trustworthy . . . has a good 
time always ... Sophomore at~ 
tenclants ... Jean, the honey blond 
· . . perfect features . .. a brilliant 
smile ... blithe as a mocking bi rd 
· .. acts w ith charming absurdity 
· .. gay .. , fun, .. Isabel, , . full 
of charming naivety . . . with a 
hint of fascinating sophistication 
· .. soft eyes, . . young, refresh-
ing ... American girlhood at its 
best .. . From the Freshman class 
· .. Betsy . . . sleek suavity . .. 
stately as a duches8 . .. streamy 
blond tresses . . . sometimes in 
pig-tails ... blue eyes clear as ice 
· . . soft spoken . .. a bewitching 
sll1iie .. . Mary . .. simple, dark 
and lovely ... sparkling eyes with 
knowing depths only slightly 
veiled in a da:2::2:ling smile . . . 
and quiet, dependable friendship. 
These are our court for the 
Moving-Up Day celebration. 
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Moving-Up Day, 1940 ..• 
Dark assembly filled with t •. e 
hush of anticipation . .. a gleam-
ing stage with the royal throne 
in the center ... into the silence 
the strains of stately martial 
music fi rst creeps, then pours 
forth .. down the aisles float 
lovely w isps of femininity .. . 
huge bouquets of riotous spring 
blossoms ." then Her Royal High-
ness ... the queenliest beauty of 
them all ... a gracious smile .. . 
ooh ... Then the court in ses' 
sian ... Seniors reminisce ... 
Juniors brag . .. Sophomores strut 
· . . Freshmen prolnise grand 
achievements. . those to leave 
lay down their blooms . . . they 
are soon picked up ... the torch 
to be carried forward. . each 
class member gives up his flower, 
the symbol of his rank ... and 
assumes another. . one more 
year gone by so swiftly .. . so 
full . , . now another rung to 
climb on the ladder to the summit 
· . . another challenge to be met 
and conquered . . . for the Fresh~ 
men, the first step forward . . . 
half· way mark for the Sophomores 
· .. on to the end for the Juniors 
· .. a regretful finis murmured 
from the full hearts of the Seniors. 
On to the parade ... a lovel y 
Spring day . . . sun·filled, clear 
and windy . .. beautiful girls on 
the back of a con .... ertible . . . 
float models in flimsy garb shiv, 
ering and smiling . . . parade of 
progress on a fraternity float. 
streamers of gaudy crepe~paper 
· .. virile men, -showing their 
brawn . , . huge heads on the 
A. K. K.-ers ... bulky but empty 
heads ... parade of floats winding 
out of the drive . . . gangs of 
spectators jogging alongside the 
creeping trucks ... back to Alma 
M ater . . . back to the crowd 
gathered on the portico ... ex~ 
cited, cheering, predicting, an~ 
ticipating ... watching the judges 
for a nod or gleam ... a breathless 
hush while the announcer ap~ 
proaches the mike ... third , 
second ... the winner ! 
o HGANIZATlONS 
The power behind the throne or the incentive behind 5eho1, 
astic achievement is the organization. We have learned to fill 
our days chuck full of extra,curricular activities. Every available 
moment not <.levoted to academic work is spent in some absorb, 
ing outside interest. We are caught in a stride which has swept 
us into a dilemma of activity. We cover the campus news fever, 
jshly~ we raise our voices in harmonious song in the glee cluhs; 
we act behind the footlights like true thespians; we play ex-
pertly under the baton; we debate- all these afe outlets for 
expression of engrossing interest .. . and these shall never die. 
I 
WILLIAM EXTON, Secretary,Treasurer 
ALPHA 
" In Spring a young man's fancy turns to love," but here at State. 
everyone's faucy, regardbs or sex , turns to- Alpha . Ha ppy are those 
Juniors and Seniors who thrill to the " Tap" at the Senior Oal1. Selected 
40 
for outstanding leadership in college activities is a limited number of "brain trusts" who become m~mbers of Alpha Society 
through this traditional tapping ceremony. 
One of the outstanding successes of the year was the Leadership Day program at the Trap ane Field Club. There, the 
faculty ming\erJ freely with the "campus leaders," and discussed problems and philosophics of leadership. 
The next coup of Alpha was Organizat ion Day. Tn a regular assembl y program, every organiz,ation on campus was pre--
sented to the College, chiefly for the benefit of the Freshmen. 
Sponsored by Alpha. the traditional Holly Hanging once more bedec ked good ole' A lma Mater in her festive Christmas 
robes. T his year, the prite went to the Juniors for their clever t ransformation of the Student Center. 
RUTH ALBRICHT 
CHARLES MCCARTHY 
B ETTY ScHREINBR 
41 
MEMBERS 
BERTHA D EMBOWSK I 
J EAN MAYER 
CHARLES TURCOTT 
W ILLIAM EXTON 
R OBERT P OTTER 
CHARLES WEIGAND 
January '940-4' 
CHARLES F. TURCOTT 
LINDSAY G. FARNAN 
HUGH J. HASLETT 
PAUL E. DAUCHER 
CHARLES F. WEIGAND 
CHARLES BALL 
HUGH HASLETT 
CHARLES TURCOTT 
RALl'H BRIGHTON 
HAROLD GILBERT 
GRANT WETTLAUfER 
IRVING C. PERKINS 
GEORGE C. DECKER 
TAU CHAPTER 
EPSILON PI TAU 
Office 
Presidel1t 
Vice-Presiden t; 
Treasurer 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
PAUL DAUCHER 
WARREN H!!LWIC 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '42 
BOYD CAMPTIELL 
PETER LUCAS 
JOSEPH ZAHM 
FRATRES IN FACULTATE 
JOHN FONTANA 
GEORGE E. HUCKINS 
KENNETH PHILLIPS 
JOSEPH S. ZAHM 
HAROLD G. GIl.BERT 
BOYD P. CAMl'BELl 
CARLTON]. GER8RACH T 
LINDSAY FARNAN 
WILUAMSrON 
CHARLES WEIGAN D 
CARLTON GERBRACHT 
KENN~TH PHILLIPS 
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EPSILON PI TAU 
Only the cream of the Industrial College student body is selected for Epsilon Pi Tau member-
ship. Not only n)Ust a memher be a Junior or Senior in the Industrial Arts Department, but, as a 
further qualification, he must be in the upper quartile of his classes. 
Those who do survive the rigorous requirements are well~suited to pursue the primary purpose 
of Epsilon Pi Tau in its work to further development and research in the Industria l Arts field. 
This national honorary society, the first in New York, seeks to stimulate scholar!3hip, leadership, 
and professional prolnise. 
Prestdent 
V ice-President 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
ALBERTA BROWN 
DAVID 0, COOKE 
ANNE GOULD 
JEAN MAnR 
MARGUEIUTE REINHARD 
BBTTY JANE SMITH 
MARY TAYLOR 
MARIA CORSI 
MARION PIERCE 
SHERMAN C. CRAYTON 
CAROLINE K. GORDNIER 
STELLA O'REILLY 
PAUL W. SLOAN 
MILDRED L. SIPl' 
RALPH HORN 
HARRY W. ROCKWELL 
GAMMA MU CHAPTER 
KAPPA DELTA PI 
OPl'ICERS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
FRANCES CAROTHERS 
RICHARD COUGHLIN 
GRACE HIMMELE 
BEATRICB MINKEL 
BETTY SCHREINER 
MARIAN SONTHEIM 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '42 
JEANNE M c MAHON 
BARBARA RUDOLPH 
EsTHER WEINSTEIN 
FRATRES IN FACULTATE 
REUBEN S, EBERT 
D ANIEL GROSSMAN 
CHESTER A. PUGSLEY 
MARGUERITE STOCKI3ERGER 
HONORARY MEMBERS 
hVING C. PERKINS 
CHARLES C. ROOT 
DAVID O. COOKE 
BETTY SCHREINER 
MARGUERITB REINHARD 
MARIAN SONTHRIM 
ANNE GOULD 
ARTHUR CARR 
BERNICE FRANKS 
WINIFRED JENNER 
ROflERT PECK 
AARON SIMON 
JOAN TARRANT 
FRANCES WEISSMAN 
EARL OBERMEYER 
RUTH VIOX 
D. KENNETH WINEBRENNER 
ANNA M. GEMMILL 
IRENE HIRSCH 
MARGARET S, QUAYLE 
KATE V. WOE'FORD 
CATHERINE E. REED 
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KAPPA DELTA PI 
The "upper crust" comprises the membership of the Gamma Mu Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi. 
Membership is limited to only those Juniors and Seniors who attain high scholastic standin~ and 
who .show an interest in the advancement of education. 
Kappa Delta Pi takes care of the Dean's Tea which is an annual affair given for all the students 
who make the Dean's list. 
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President 
Vice"PresidenL 
Treasurer 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
THELMA ABEL 
JOYCE BiWWN 
BERTHA DEMROWSKI 
MARY GRAHAM 
WINIFRHD JENNER 
EDITH MARTIN 
JOAN TARRANT 
SARAH BAR NES 
EsTHER HOAG 
RUTH OWEN 
FRANCES G. HEI'INSTALL 
NU LAMBIJA SIGMA 
OPfICERS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
EVA BA LDWIN 
VERA BURCK LEY 
M,\RGARET ESCIINER 
NORMA GRt:SSELL 
RUTH KRIEMAN 
BEATRICE M INKEL 
MARY TAYLOR 
JEAN VEDDER 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '42 
CAROL FRAZEE 
JEANNE MANNEAR 
MARJORIE PHILLIPS 
SORORES IN FACULTATE 
LUCILLE BEARDSLEY 
JEANNE PIPER 
ESTHER HOAG 
R UTH MILLER 
JEANNE MANNEAR 
LUCILLE BEARDSLEY 
KAY CZRRNIEJEWSKI 
JANE EVANS 
GRACE Hn"tMELF. 
KATHLEEN LAPPIN 
JEANNE PIPER 
RUTH TRAVIS 
VERN HECK 
RUTH MILLER 
EsTHER WEINSTEIN 
EILEEN MULHOLLAND 
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NU LAMBIJA SIGMA 
Active on campus for the last sixteen years, Nu Lambda Sign'la, honorary literary sorority, en-
courages in its ll:clllcers a genuine interest in reading. Each year the organization investigates il 
specific phase or type of literature. New rnembers are chosen from honor students in the composition 
courses, and those showing unusual literary interest. 
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President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
'Treasurer 
Chaplain 
Historian and Librarian 
Editor 
RUTH ALBRIGHT 
BERNICE PRANKS 
MARY HUSSEY 
JEAN MAYER 
MURIEL FRENCH 
MARJORIE PEIRCE 
FAYE KEEVER 
ALMA R. ROUDEBUSH 
MU CHAPTER 
PHI UPSILON OMICRON 
OffICERS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
EU::ANOR KAY BRANT 
ANNE GOULD 
HELEN JOHNSON 
RUTI-J NOBLE 
ELEANOR WILLIAMS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '42 
ELLEN HIRSEMAN 
EUDENH SCHENCK 
SORORES IN FACULTATE 
EsTHER MCGINNIS 
ESTHER F. SEGNER 
BERNICE FRANKS 
BETTY OCHREINER 
ELEANOR KAY BRANT 
FRANCP.s CAROTHERS 
ELEANOR WILLIAMS 
RUTH ALBRIGHT 
ELLEN HlRSEMAN 
FRANCES CAROTHERS 
MARJORIE HAFFA 
MURIEL LEVER 
BETTY SCHREINER 
MARY LUTZ 
MADELINE Y UELf..S 
MARTHA S. PRATT 
MILDRED L. SIPP 
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Phi Upsilon Omicron 
There's an old saying, "When cooks get together, they talk shop," Not so, however, with Phi 
Upsilon Omicron, National Honorary Fraternity of the Home Economics Department. Instead, 
the organization seeks to establish and strengthen bonds of friendship, promote the moral and in~ 
tellectual development of its members as well as to advance Home Economics. 
The Mu Chapter was established on this Campus in 1924 and from that time on has been active 
in school life. Besides helping to maintain the Bureau of Instructional Materials, Mu Chapter con~ 
tributes to the national plOfessional work of consumer education. Then, too, Mu Chapter has social 
tendencies, which it exercises by entertaining the Freshmen each yellr. 
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President 
Vice-President 
Treasurer 
Secretary 
Debate Ma.nager 
HAROLD BEAL 
DAVID COWNIE 
MILTON GUll.. VITZ 
CHARLES MCCARTHY 
MORRIS RAIKEN 
WILLIAM CALLAN 
IRVING COHEN 
ROLAND MURPHY 
HOWARD BAEUMLER 
GOMER LESCH 
ANDREW W. GRABAU 
HAROLD F. PETERSON 
SIGMA UPSILON 
OffICERS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
DAVID COOKE 
DONALD DONLEY 
ROBERT GRIPFIN 
GLENN MORRISON 
AARON SIMON 
JAMES SWEET 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '42 
BOYD CAMPBELL 
MURDOCK CUNNINGHAM 
BERNARD ROSTAD 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '43 
EDWARD GREEN.E 
DONALD VOLTZ 
FRA TRES TN F ACUL TATE 
CHARLES A. MESSNER 
PAUL W. SLOAN 
GERALD E. CLARKE 
RA LPH L. SMITH 
GLENN MORRISON 
BERNARD ROSTAD 
DAVID O. COOKE 
RICHARD COUGHLIN 
WILLIAM EXTON 
TYRIL McCoy 
ROBERT PECK 
THOMAS SMITH 
GERALD CL/\RKE 
ROBERT MARKS 
RALPH SMITH 
DONALD] OSEPII 
CHARLES C. ROOT 
JOHN M. THURBER 
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Sigma Upsilon 
Sigma Upsilon is a National Honorary Literary Fraternity. Alpha Delta Chapter was founded at 
State in 1931, the first teachers college chapter to be chartered. 
Meeting at Dr. Thurber's home, the group this year spent many a Wednesday night discussing 
poetry, English in the public schools, drama as literature, and personal experiences with literature. 
A highlight of Sigma Us activity this year was the successful sponsoring of a college debate team. 
Besides entertaining the faculty and students with an unusual and enlivened home debate during 
an assembly program, this team successfully met such rivals as Niagara University, McMasters 
University, Canisius College, and Syracuse University. 
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President 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
'f rea.surer 
Faculty Advisor . 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
NORMA WILLIAMS 
Alpha SIgma 'Tat! 
MARJORIE PEIRCE 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 
NORMA KRAUSE 
Pi Delta 'Theta 
MAY STRIPP 
Pi Kappa Sigma 
JEAN PADGINTON 
Sigma Sigma. Sigma 
WINIfRED JENNER 
'Theta Sigma UpSIlon 
MURIEL LEVER 
PAN-HELLENIC 
OfFICERS 
MEMBERS 
JEAN MAYER 
CATHERINE CROCUSTON 
MARY JANE OELKERS 
MARY SCOTT 
MARY BUECHNER 
MARGARET MCCULLOR 
RUTE KRIBMAN 
MARY B UECHNER 
CATHERINE CROCUSTON 
MARY JANE OELKERS 
JEAN MAYER 
MARGARET S. QUAYLE 
MADELINE Y UELLS 
ESTHER Y ACKUBOSKIE 
LOIS JOHNSTON 
RITA HOLLANDS 
EDITn HEFFELFINGER 
PATIENCE ELSTON 
DOROTHY THOMAS 
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Pan -HBllenic 
The Greeks had their central governing body, so State's sororities have theirs-Pan-Hellenic. As 
the name implies, this organi~ation embraces all the social sororities on campus. 
This year, Pan~Hellenjc has aimed to help non-sorority girls understand more fully the privileges 
and joys offered by membership in a sorority. Since freshmen were ruled eligible to be rushed in the 
spring, Pan-Hellenic invited all freshman girls to a party in the gym. Games, box lunches, and intimate 
discussion groups made the party a complete success. 
Nineteen forty-one saw a new and different Pan-Hellenic day. For the first time, the dinner and 
dance were held off campus, at the Hotel Buffalo. A record crowd of one hundred seventy-five girls 
attended. 
l 
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President 
Vjce~President 
Secretary 
Trea.surer 
Editor 
Chaplain 
Registrar 
RUTfr ALBRIGHT 
ELEANOR KAY BRANT 
MARY DWYER 
JEAN MAYER 
JANE W ANTSHOU8E 
RUBY FITCH 
JEAN I\LEPPMAN 
JOAN RICK 
ELEANOR THOM 
MARGERY BENNETT 
EDITH GAUl'I' 
OLGA PARENTI 
JANET STOWELL 
CAROLYN W. HEYMAN 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA 
PI PI CHAPTER 
OfFICERS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
RAMONA BARNES 
Vm.GINIA COHO 
GERALDINE HARMON 
JUNE PERRY 
BETTY J EA N WILLIAMS 
NORMA WILLIAMS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '42 
CAROL FRAZEE 
MARY LUTZ 
EUDENE ScHENCK 
MADELINE YUELLS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '43 
MARGARET BROWN 
WrNNIFRED KENDALL 
ROSEMARY RATHMAN 
SORORES IN FACULTATE 
ROSAMOND O. ABATE 
NORMA WILLIAMS 
CAROL F KAZEE 
RUTH ALBRIGHT 
ELEANOR KAY B RANT 
RAMONA BARNES 
RUBY FITCH 
E LEANOR THOM 
MIRIAM BEUTHER 
MARJORIE DUTHIE 
MARY HUSSEY 
MARGUE1UTE REINHARD 
ELEANOR WILLIAMS 
EsTHER HOAG 
NORMA MUNGER 
LUCILLE SWICK 
MARJORIE FRISBEE 
MARIAN MOLLNOW 
AMY SMITH 
NATALIE WILLIAMS 
5\ 
Alpha Sigma Alpha 
Romance will never die at State, or at least not as long as Alpha Sigma Alpha continues to present 
love-seats to the College on Moving-Up Day. This year's gift is the third to be added to the quad-
rangle. 
Although Alpha Sigma Alpha made the college see red, don't yell "Communist." Red only 
characteri"ed the very effective Fireman's Ball, which it sponsored in the fall. 
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President 
V ice-President 
ftecording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
'fTcasurer 
Chaplain 
H istorian 
CATIlERINR CROCUSTON 
FRANCES KRAINZ 
LAURA MAE EHMAN 
RUTI .. O CHS 
DORIS WATERWORTH 
HELEN BROOKS 
MARGARET S. QUA y r.E 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU 
SIGMA CHAPTER 
O f fICERS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
RUTH FOSTER 
J BAN R OBINSON 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '42 
G EORG IA FRESE 
M A RJORIE PmRCE 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '43 
FRANCES PTWOWARCZYK 
SORORES IN F ACUL TATE 
MARJO lUE P EIR.Cl! 
RUTH FOSTER 
GRETCHEN KAUTZ 
KATHLEEN GOODMAN 
FRANCES KRAINZ 
EUNICE TEPAS 
G eORGIA FRESE 
MARIAN SONTHEIM 
KATHLEEN GOODMAN 
EUNICB Tt:PAS 
ESTHER Y ACKUBOSKlt: 
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Alpha Sigma T ilti 
The fragrance of red roses transformed the bustling Student Center into an avenue of romance 
when Alpha Sigma Tau, second oldest sorority on campus-, held its annual flower sale. In March, 
the sorority held Skyline &ampers in the gym. Immediately after exams comes the annual house, 
party at Lime Lake where it is easy to drown, among other things, one's sorrows. Again this year a 
scholarship award of one hundred dollars was presented to a deserving non'sorority girl. The 
identity of the recipient is kept a secret from all but the deciding committee. 
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President 
Vice' President 
T reasu.rer . 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Chaplain 
Sergeant 
Historian 
EorcE ANDERSON 
BERYL CRAIG 
MARvGRAHAM 
ELI'LABETH MAUL 
E LIZABETH PELt 
VIRGINIA SHANAHAN 
BETH GOODfELLOW 
J EAN DALY 
HELEN GILDRRSLEEVE 
MARGARET MARY WOEFPt:L 
ELIZABETH DELANEY 
JEA N REEVES 
MARGARET A. GRANT 
DELTA SIGMA EPSILON 
ARETHUSA UPSILON CHAPTER 
O FFICERS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
LILLIAN BUDDENHAGEN 
B ERTHA DEMBOWSKI 
M URfP.L H OI,MES 
MARGARET M c DONOUGH 
B STTY SCH LOTZER 
JEAN TILLOU 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '42 
NORMA KRAUSE 
BERYL CRAIG 
EMILY MAR BUTLER 
LrLUAN BUDDENHAGEN 
MARY GRAHAM 
BETH GOODfEllOW 
MURU!L HOLMES 
EUZA1:U!TH PELL 
EMILY MAE BUTLER 
MELROSE FRANKLIN 
NORMA KRAUSE 
MARY J ANE OELKEIIS 
BETTY ANN SEIBERT 
MARY GERTRUDE VIV EREn 'E 
LOIS J O HNSTON [3F:VF.RLY J UNE 
EVELYN WALTERS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '43 
ANNA BELLE FITZGERALD 
MARJORIE HUETTER 
PLEDGES 
J fA N HAMMERSMITH 
MARGARET RUSSELL 
SORORES IN F ACUL TATE 
RUTH PALMER 
ARLINE FRANK 
SYBIL HUTCHINSON 
BETTY YOUNGBERG 
MARGARET M CGOVERN 
NANCY LEE SM ITH 
MILDRED L. SIl' I' 
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Delta Sigma Epsilon 
Delta Sig, having completed the furnishing of its green and rust sorority room, held meetings and 
entertained there this year. When Delta Sigs held the annual cookie sale in February, for an entire 
day the whole college, stuuents and faculty ;ncluded, went about munching cookies. The girls 
honored their mothers this year, as every year, at a Mothers' Day tea. In addition to a magaz.ine 
subscription which the sorority presents annually to the library, it awards the Bishop Honor Medal 
to the senior girl who has participated most effectively in student life. 
r- .. 
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President 
Vice~President 
Alumni Chairman 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
R egistrar 
Editor 
Chaplain 
FRANCES ALBERTS 
RITA HOLLANDS 
EVELYN F RIEDL 
ALEEN B. ACKERMAN 
PI DELTA THETA 
ZETA CHAPTER 
O FFICERS 
MEMJ3ERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
J ANE EVANS 
MAY STRIPl' 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '42 
KATHLEEN LINK 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '43 
B ETTY HUB BARD 
SORORES IN FACULTATE 
ELEANOR M. GOVER 
MAY D. R OOT 
MAY STlUI'P 
MARGARETTE TOLMSA 
J ANE EVANS 
PRANCES ALBERTS 
R ITA H OLLANDS 
EVELYN FRlEDL 
J ANE EVANS 
JANET LEWIS 
MA RY ScOTT 
MARGARETTE TOLSMA 
JAN ET L EWIS 
I RENE HIRSCH 
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Pi Delta Theta 
Early in the fall Pi Delts got together with Theta Sigs in the college gym to swing a Melody Lane, 
complete with grace notes and smooth syncopation. On Founders Day in February the girls celc-
brated with a banquet at which. they entertained their mothers as honored guests. As a herald to 
sweet summertime, Pi Delts, on May I, sold flowers from their Student Center garden. 
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President . 
V ice-President 
Recording Secretary . 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
&.'rgeanc-at' Arms 
Keeper-of-the-Archives 
Editor 
MARY B UECH NER 
PHYLLIS KENYON 
MARJORIE R O:::E 
SHI RLEY ADAMS 
EDITH H EPl'ELFINGER 
HELEN ACLE 
E ILEEN H EA LY 
M ARY FONTANA 
PI KAPPA SIGMA 
RHO CHAPT ER 
OJ:lflCERS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
BLAI NE COLE 
HP.LEN KOWALSK I 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '42 
RUTn B LACKER 
J BANNE P ADGINTON 
MEMBER OF THE CLASS OF '43 
SONJA HUGO 
PLEDGES 
F LORENCE COGfJILL 
ELEANOR MINTRUM 
SORORES IN F ACUL TATE 
H ERTHA S. GANEY 
J EANNE PADGINTON 
RUT H BLACKER 
H ELEN KOWALSKI 
P HYLLIS KENYON 
H ElEN j OIiNSON 
ELAINE COLE 
EDITH HEFFELFINGER 
HELEN JOHNSON 
H EI.EN ] m 'INSON 
HELEN MERENA 
RUTH H UPPUCH 
THf!RESA PETRAS 
JEAN GORDON 
J UNE R OST 
EsTHER M CGI NN IS 
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Pi Kappa Sigma 
Pi Kaps became very domestic this year, producing dresses, bonnets and mittens of pale bh.le 
corduroy, embroidered with the Greek sorority emblems. On one day the sorority filled the Student 
Center with culinary lusciousness in the form of apple suckers for the traditional sale. Romance was 
encouraged on another occasion when gardenias were sold to the romantically inclined by Pi Kap 
cupids. 
"Starl ight, Starbright, 
Let's all have fun tonite," was the theme of this year's campus dance sponsored by the girls. 
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President 
Vice-President 
Conesponding Secretary 
Recording Secretary 
Keeper of Grades 
Treasurer 
MARIE BARKER 
MURIEL KlEPFER 
MARGARET MCCULLOR 
ONN ALEE BEL 
Lors KROENIG 
JANE NORTH 
VIRGINIA BOYD 
JOYCE FLAMMANG 
BETTY KING 
MARroN B ARTOW 
DOROTHY MAHL 
ETHEl M. HANSEN 
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA 
ZETA CHAPTER 
Ol'l' ICERS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
MARGAR1":T ESCHNER 
MARZETi'A LATHAM 
BEATRICE MINKBL 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '42 
H ELEN BOLTON 
RUTH MILLER 
MARION PIERCE 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '43 
MARY I)OLA N 
WZLLENA HENRY 
LmLA KING 
PLEDGES 
MARY BrSTOfF 
EILEEN QUINN 
SORORES IN PACULTATE 
THERESA A. ROEHSLER 
WINIfRED TENNER 
LOIS K"ROENIG 
MARION PIERCE 
MARION PRICE 
MARGARET MCCULLOR 
A. MARIE B ARKER 
WINIl'lUm JENNER 
MARIE MAJ-IL 
MARTON PRICE 
PATIBNCE ELSTON 
DOROTHY NICHOLS 
HARRIETTE EBIlLm 
GWENDOLYN JONES 
MARGUERITE SHEA 
JEANNE KLOCKE 
RUTn STERLING 
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Sigma Sigma Sigma 
, 
Sigma Sigma Sigma has the distinction of being the oldest national sorority on campus. Tri,Sig, as 
• it is better known, established the Zeta Chapter in 1911. As befitting such a distinguished sorority, 
the members actively participated in the Red Cross "Bundles for Britain" campaign. Another feature 
of a busy year was the presentation of the Upton Merllorial Scholarship to il deserving junior. 
, I 
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President 
V icc-President 
Secretary 
'Treasurer 
BET1'Y~ BROWN 
MERIBETH DUNCKEL 
HILDRED MULLER 
EsTHER DUDZIAK 
MARGARET DUPRE 
THETA SIGMA UPSILON 
THETA CHAPTER 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF '41 
EVELYN CAGE 
RUTH KRIEMAN 
OLIVE NICHOLS 
MEMBER OF THE CLASS OF '42 
DOROTHY THOMAS 
MEMBER OF THE CLASS OF '43 
DORIS HARRISON 
PLEDGES 
MARY GUILD 
SORORES IN FACULTATE 
ARLINE JOHNSON 
M UR lEL LEVER 
ALICE CHMURA 
OUVE NICHOLS 
HILDRED MULLER 
ALICE CHMURA 
MURIEL LEVER 
ALMt' R. ROUDEBUSH 
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Theta Sigma Upsilon 
Rose and silver conjure the picture of warmth blended with refinement, but to the Theta Chapter 
of Theta Sigma Upsilon those colors symbolize, in addition, the sorority's challenge to its members 
of loyalty anJ sterling qualities of mind and heart. Thus, it was only natural for Theta Sigma Up-
silon to sponsor the Courtesy Day Tea in honor of the faculty and the other sororities on the campus. 
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First Semester 
HAROLD GILBERT 
VERNON STRUB 
ROBERT ISENBERG 
G LENDON SEAMAN 
STEPHEN HARRISON 
CHARLF.S BALL 
HUGH HASLETT 
GEORGE M. PAGAN 
CHARLES BALL 
PAUL DAUCH RR 
IRVINC, FUHRMANN 
HUC,H HASLETT 
CLAYTON KAMINSKA 
PATRICK PINTO 
WILLIAM SION 
ANGliLO SUOZZI 
RALPH BRIC,HTON 
IRVING COHEN 
HAROLD GILBERT 
JOHN A. MATTISON 
KENNETH P HILLIPS 
RICHARD TEMLIT:; 
JOHN ARMSTRONG 
EDWARD HELWIG 
GEORGI! PIEPER 
Hm.tER A. BRUCE 
RAYMOND M. FRETZ 
ALPHA CHAPTER 
DELTA KAPPA 
OFFICE 
President 
Vice,President 
Corresponding Secretary 
Recording Secrewr)' 
'Treasurer 
Chaplain 
Sergeant~at~arms 
House Manager 
MEMIlERS 
CLASS OF '41 
HAROLD BEAL 
ANTHONY DEScIPIO 
W ILLIA M GLASGOW 
WARREN H ELWIG 
GPORGE KOH N 
ROBERT POTTER 
SEYMOUR SOMMERS 
CHARLES TURCOTT 
CLASS Of '42 
BOYD CAMPBELL 
THOMM DAVIS 
JOSEPH HAl'l'tlY 
EARL OIlt!RMI!Yl!R 
HENRY S T AClIOWICZ 
RrCHAltD VROOMAN 
LEONARD Wrl'.LOPOLSKI 
CLASS OF '43 
WALDEMAR BoHM 
IRWIN KARCH MER 
FRATRES IN fACULTATE 
HAROLD C. CRAIN 
.TOlIN FONTANA 
Second Semester 
ROBERT ISENBERG 
CHARLES BALL 
. CARLTON GERBRACHT 
RICHARD TEMLITZ 
WERNER ROGERS 
lR WIN KARCH MER 
RICHARD VROOMAN 
GEORGE M. PAGAN 
D.·wro CAPPII!LLO 
L INDSAY F ARNAN 
STEPHI!N HARRISON 
ROLlllln hENLlERG 
JOliN LESLIE 
GLI!NDON SEAMAN 
VERNON STRUB 
CHAR1.IlS WEIGAND 
.TOli N CHlAVARO 
CARLTON GERBRACHT 
PI!TI!R LUCAS 
GEORGE M . PAGAN 
RICHARD SWART 
GRANT WETTLAUFER 
CORNIlI.!US CANAVAN 
DONALD KUHN:; 
\VERNER ROGERS 
STANLEY A. CZURLES 
E DWARD L. MORRICE 
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Delta Kappa 
Delta Kappa officially has a roof over its head now. After months of continued labor by fraternity 
members, the rambling cottage on Richmond Avenue formally materialized into Delta Kappa head-
quarters at a student-faculty housewarming party held last fall. 
State's Alpha Chapter played host to a state-wide convocation of Delta Kappa frdternities at its 
new lodging, 
In addition to presenting the Delta Kappa Scholastic and Athletic awards, and to providing a very 
complete social calendar, Delta Kappa again published their indispensable "little black notebook," 
the Student Directory, 
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First Semester 
ROBERT J. GRIFFIN 
ROLAN D MURPHY 
MARVIN TRUDELL 
DAVID L. COWNIE 
DANIEL O'DONNELL 
WILLIAM TRAUTMAN 
DAVID O. COOKE 
GEORGE CocHRRN 
WILLIAM EXTON 
CHARLIlS MCCARTHY 
HP.RBERT HILTON 
EDWARD NELSON 
CHARLIl8 CHRISTMANN 
CHf.STllR PALKA 
MONTFORD SClJRAI!DI>R 
DELLZON STOKES 
MARVI N TRUDELL 
HUBERT E. COY!!R 
RALPH HORN 
BETA CHAPTER 
PSI PHI 
OHICE 
President 
V ice' President 
Treasurer 
Financial Secretary 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secf(~tary 
Chaplain 
MEMBERS 
CLASS OF '41 
DAVID CoOKE 
ROlJl!Il.T GIUPFIN 
CLASS OF '42 
ROBRRT MARKS 
CLASS OF '43 
ALEX LORINCZ 
Roy REED 
ROIlI!RT ScHULTZ 
GILBERT TAUt't'f{I!R 
DONALI) VOLTZ 
FRATRES IN F ACUL TATE 
ROBERT O. DIlMoND 
Second Semester 
DAVID L. COWNIE 
GEORGE KIRCH 
ROBERT J. GRIffIN 
MARVIN TRUDELL 
DANIEL O'DONNELL 
WILLIAM EXTON 
DAVID 0. Coon: 
DONALD DoNLEY 
G~,ORGE K IRCH 
JO~El'J[ WITKA 
ROLAN!) MURPtl¥ 
BERNARD ROSTAD 
DANIEL O'DONNELL 
ST.".NLllY SACtlA 
EVIlRETT STEVENSON 
WILLIAM TRAUTMANN 
FRANC[S WANDELL 
RtlUIJEN S. EllERT 
GIlORGE M. QUACKENBUSH 
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Psi Phi 
Psi Phi fraternity has as many faces as the tower clock. In 1930 it presented one face of the tower 
clock to the new College building, and has since taken the responsibility of taking care of all the 
clock's faces, 
Each year the Beta Chapter of Psi Phi fraternity compiles and distributes athletic schedules, 
sponsors a "jinx~burnjng" before the Corthnd game, and contributes to the social life of the college 
by offering noon~hour dancing. The annual dance, last of an exciting campus season, was the informal 
success of the year. 
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First Semester 
ROBERT PECK. 
HENRY NAWOTKA 
HAROLD ROSENBAUM 
LEON GRABER 
losEPH ROMANO 
ARTHUR C. CARR 
Atl.TttUR C . CARR 
JOHN Kana 
ROBERT F. POCK 
JAMES SWEET 
JACK H. CHARLI!S 
SoL ELF.I':NBEIN 
EDWARD RECJ:a 
ROllERT E. AWRIGIiT 
HARRY C. JOHNSON 
CHARLES A. V Air. 
RHO CHAPTER 
SIGMA TAU GAMMA 
OfFICE 
President 
Vice~President 
Corresponding Secretary 
Saga Reporter 
Secretary 
'Treasurer 
MEMBERS 
CLASS OF '41 
NORMAN GALRMDO 
HOWARD MCCULLOUGH 
JOSEPH ROMANO 
JOHN WUJRK 
CLASS OF '42 
ELUOT CARl.80N 
CLASS OF '43 
ALUEI\.T D. CLARKI! 
MAYNARD FELDMAN 
HAROLD ROSEN(lA UM 
ROLLIN G. VOGAN 
PRATRES IN FACULTATE 
CHARLES B. BRADLI!Y 
Ctl1!3TER A. PUGSLEY 
WALTER B. WilBER 
Second Semester 
ALBERT D. CLARKE 
ROLLIN G. VOGAN 
JAMES A. SWEET 
HAROLD ROSENBAUM 
SOL ELPENBEIN 
EDWARD RECKE 
CHARLIlS GREMKI! 
AU.I'.N OWEN 
ROnl!RT ScHAPER 
El.)w ARD ZlllGLllR 
ROlIIlRT Dun"om 
HENRY NAwon:A 
JOIlN ScHULER 
OSCAR E. HllRTZBllRG 
PAUl. W . SLOAN 
D. KENNETH WlNERRENNER 
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Sigma Tau Gamma 
Essential to all Buffalo State soc;al climbers, the Social Calendar is the annual gift of Rho Chapter, 
Sigma Tau Gamma. For its own members, Sigma Tau strives to foster fellowship atnong men entering 
the teaching profession and to help them advance in scholarship and leadership. 
In 1933 Rho Chapter became affiliated with the national organization of Sigma Tau Gamma, the 
oldest National Social Professional Education Fraternity in the country. Annually, this council 
awards keys to the two outstanJing members of its chapters. 
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Editor-in-Chiej 
Business Manager 
AssISTANTS: 
Associa.te Editor 
Associate Editor 
Art Editor 
Literary Editor 
Sports Editor . 
Features Editor 
'f yping Editor 
College News Editor 
STAFF: 
LITERARY 
J eAN DALY 
R UTU ROSEN 
JI!AN R1!1!v1!S 
WILLIAM SI)AO 
BUSINESS 
EUNICE THPAS 
I3ARllARA RU!)OlPli 
R UTH STfll!N 
SOPHIE ORK(S7. 
SPORTS 
NANCY Lm! SMITII 
CLAIR!! CROCKER 
L eONARD LIPSCHITZ 
VIRG INIA CoHO 
THE ELMS 
ART 
KATU I!RI Nl! COLI! 
DoROTH Y Bi.l!CHSTEIN 
Gp.on.Gt: C OClH!RN 
EII.PoIlN FnAN K6 
GLORIA R AWLEIGH 
M A R('),\RP.T M URRAY 
COLLEGE NEWS 
VIVII!NNP. ~fI LlER 
PATRICIA O'HERN 
BoYD CAMPRP.LT. 
BERTHA DEMBOWSKI 
RICHARD COUGHLIN 
MitTON GURVITZ 
MARJORIE DUTHIE 
RAYMOND RYBCZYNSKI 
GERALD CLARKE 
HAROLD BBAL 
WILLIAM EXTON 
SYLVIA LEV IN 
KATHLEEN M cKENNA 
FEATURES 
MURDOCH CUNNINGHAM 
MAlw Hussey 
Bl!nv KING 
COWAIW NI!UlON 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
STUART MYI!R~ 
MARY GRAHAM 
ALJlP-I\T RVDi YNSKI 
TYPING 
Hl![,I!N MANIlRY 
En.I! l!N HeALY 
EDNA GORDON 
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Elms 
"Memories of this year at State" is the theme the E LMS staff has tried to develop in this yearbook. 
How well we have done this is foryou to judge. In an informal style we have recalled the events and 
reproduced personalities which have given this college year its distinctive flavor. 
We believe that this "'1941 notebook" represents an improYement over the twenty-nine editions 
of the ELlvtS which have preceded it. Still leaving to our successors room for improvement, we give 
our best to the college-a true yearbook. wri tten and compiled by contemporaries as a lasting 
memory,book of this year on our campus. 
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Slate"Bids 
Farewell to 
1940 6'radlillif'8 
Plan \. 
Events Tu St~ 
Breakfast. .1>. 
Plalltin,!!. pI .. · 
This yea) 
Flcck, of • 
Chul'~h, will ))1', 
the ba~rab ure 
h<'lrl ;11 the C 
Su",)ay, June 16, ~ l 
will be follow~t! b ' 
for the par~nts 
&njol'~, with lV 
chninnnn. 
',.,.,. 
THE RECORD 
II 
Lots of Luck 
to b'veryone in 
CQming Ordeal II State Teacher~ College at Buffalo 
Thursday, June 6. 1940 No. 24 
"nee Br!ngs Back HapPIi "'lmjlbell Dembowski Rudolph 
, Funetrnns at State I .:, . 
,~ Cinn_ the S(:h 
j ishmcut~ 01 Dav!' 
I the numl><; r ~~ 
_"1 Rubcng cu' 
ve I g o down {~ 
·,hone his CUI') 
' \ we ('VH 
!,'5-y~h~1 
N .B.-
na ben 
The 
'~v('mcn " .l"., here h., 
'.".!) 
rI to ' 
~ .1blications 
.:r"···l-fcads Prepare to 
JVf!r As Present 
.ors Reacb End of 
~cessful Season 
.~ activiti~s of the 
an nO\lIlCCn1oent 
.~l ed i lor~ of the 
~ atio n ~. Boyd CnnlJ1. 
Dembowski, and 
hnve been cl~ct. 
.. d, The Elms, 
c~pl·cth·ely, 
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The Record 
Since the members are weekly ousted, almost forcefully from the office, the Record is, in truth, the 
"latest thing on Campus," Also contributing to the slogan are news articles, gossip, and jokes. With 
its complete picture of campus life, and humorous references to the campus personalities, the Record 
is a true expression of what college is. 
Reorganiz:ed several times for efficiency, the staff now hoasts separate departments for news, 
features, business'management, rewrite, copy anJ proof, and make,up . 
News columns inaugurated during 1941 include: "Fraternally Yours," a scoop on sorority and 
fraternity life compiled by Jean Daly ; "Between the Headlines," a sampling of world events col, 
lected by Carlton Gerbracht; and "Weekend llookshelf" written hy Ruth Miller and Marie Dellas. 
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Editor 
Information and Literary Editor 
Curriculum Editor 
Social Editor 
Sports Editor 
Art Editor . 
Mai(e'up Editor 
EVA BA LDWIN 
WILLIAM SOAO 
HANDBOOK 
Nothing, except perhaps an occasional prayer, 
serves as a greater aiJ to incoming Freshmen than 
the Student Handbook. From fatherly advice on 
the values of study and a map of Buffalo, to the 
rules governing student probations, the Handbook 
covets every phase of student activity at State 
Teachers. 
This year, more than ever, the Freshmen studied 
their Handbooks. This intent was stimulateu, in no 
small manner, hy President Rockwell's offer of five 
dollars to the Freshman who was best versed in the 
contents of the manual. 
For upperclassmen, the Handbook information 
c?l1cerning school traditions, customs and regula' 
trans has more than once come to the aid of their 
faltering memories. 
OFFICERS 
STAFF 
L eONARD LIPSCH iTZ 
ALBERTA HAMISTER 
HELEN BROOKS 
BARBARA RUDOLPH 
INEZ GROOS 
ANTHONY DESCIPIO 
CLIFTON BAINARD 
CARL TON GlmBRACHT 
MAIl<.iARET M CGovERN 
L OUISE S LOCUM 
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President 
Vice .. President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
Student Council, the true hub of all school 
activit ies, has the essential task of differently 
coordinating student effort. As an advisory 
hoard, the Council serves as a medium to express 
the recommendations and opinions of the student 
body on matters of vital interest. 
Unity and college spirit, which the Student 
Council fosters, are its main objectives. With 
these ailns in view, the Council annually spon-
sors the Christmas Party, the lnter-Class Sing, 
pep rallies. stuuent assemblies, and the Charity 
Drive. 
The representative membership of the Council 
includes section captains. class officers and faculty 
representatives. 
OFFICERS 
F ACUL TY MEMBERS 
DONA LD DONLEY 
P~HR LUCAS 
EDITH GAUPP 
JEAN DALY 
Members ex officio : RALPH H ORN, RAYMOND M . PRETZ, CATHER(NE E. REED, HARRY W. ROCKWELL 
Elected Members: EsTHER MCGINNIS, ALMA R OUOEBUSH, PAUL W. SLOAN, REUBEN S. E81~RT 
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ASSOCIATION FOR CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
"Old hooks, any books. What have you? What do you want?" was the slogan of the A. C. E. 
annual Christmas book exchange. The K. P. specialists also featured Santa Claus parties for two 
nursery schools. 
In addition. the members of the organization sent delegates to their Long Island con\'ention, and 
took part in a panel discussion with the city branch of the organi~ation. 
Prl:sidl:nt 
Vice:,p,.c,~ideflt 
RecordiTlg Secretary . 
Corresponding Secretar '\.· 
'freasun:r . 
SHtKLl!Y ADAMS 
MARJORIE! BELl. 
HI!LI!N BROOKli 
DORIS COI'tIEY 
RITA DIIMI!O 
E DITH H .I!III'ElPINGER 
RUTH KRIEMA N 
ELA INI! LONCNECKHR 
EOIT!! MAR..TtN 
RITA MURPHY 
ALICE P P.REW 
ETHel. ROLL 
&THEl\. SAUUR 
LoUiaR SUXUM 
fiETI'Y STeCMAN 
J OAN TARRANT 
G !!NEVIEVl! T RBICHLl!R 
GRACi! A . ·AUl!N 
MARY L. JAMISON 
FRANCES M. RUDELL 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
F LORI!NC!! ARMITACl! 
GWI!N BP.LlAMY 
MARGARET B IWWN 
BI!Ryt CRAiO 
GeRALDINJ> FALlN(: 
NORMA H UDER 
LoiS KROENING 
AUDREY LYNDS 
ELI!ANOR MINTRU M 
KATHERINE NUNLEY 
MARJORIE PHIl.L1J>~ 
RITA SA)ECKl 
HI'.l.P.N &!iUlllK 
BeTTY JANI! SMITH 
Auc!! STll!LOW 
MAIl.Y T AYLOR 
JEAN V!!DDRR 
FACULTY MEMBERS 
IRENE H Ut:iCH 
MARTHA G. MP.TZ 
MARVTAVLDR 
MARY GRAHAM 
M ARION R ICOTTA 
EDITH M ARTIN 
DfI.TTY JANE SMITH 
MARIE BAR\(l!R 
V UW INIA floYD 
VERAL CASHMOKE 
PHYLLllI CREIm 
KATHI.I!EN GOODMAN 
GRncHI!N KAUTZ 
J P.AN LITI'LEPAIR 
fiaA TRic e MACE 
MARGARBT_MoRTON 
Jl!ANNI! PADOINTON 
MARION RICOTTA 
HllL~N SANDllCKI 
VIR(HNIA SHAN AllAN 
MARION SoNTl1l!lM 
MARY J ANI! SULLIVAN 
ARUNI! T UOMPSQN 
BeTTY W OLF 
MARY L. DARKER 
THERI!SA A.-ROEHSLER 
EDNA M. SHAW 
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ART EDUCATION CLUB 
Going- going- gone l And as the gavel came down, another picture had been sold to the highest-
bidder in the Annual Art Auction. Stuuent ingenuity is at work every year in this fash ion to 
provide money with which to keep the Art Social Center a place of "beauty and rare comfort." 
As a member organiz.ation of the Junior Division of the Eastern Arts Association, a professional 
organization for art teachers, the Art Education Club sent delegates to the annual convention 
which this year was held at ·New York. 
P.resident 
V ice- President. 
Corresponding Secretary 
Recording Secretary 
Treasurer 
FACULTY ADVISORS: 
CHARLES B. BRADLEY 
E!.01SE ADAMS 
JACK BANNI5T1!R 
ANN BoRGMAN 
WILLIAM ClYOESDA 1. P. 
E~ULY CoNAWAY 
W IlLiA M EXTON 
RUTH FOSTER 
HPlEN GI!.Dtm.8U!JlVI! 
loRENE GII!SL1!R 
ROYTHA HUMt\N 
BI!TI"Y KING 
DOROTHY MARL 
Hl!U!N McMASTP.RS 
HER8'f!RT NEWLQVI'. 
nf!1'TY PE!.L 
DP.RNARD ROSTAD 
0(.0,0. SHAPllR 
HllLEN_ TARA Y Ali 
DOROTHY THOMAS 
BfATRICl! W ITIIG 
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OffICERS 
CAROLINE W. H EYMAN 
MEMBERS 
SARAH A!.PIERI 
MAR.ION TIARTOW 
JEWel. B ROWN 
G eoRGe COCHI!RN 
B I!'n"{ ANN D ION 
NORMA PALHAN 
EDITH GAUP? 
NORMA GRESSEtL 
CA ROt GRISWOI.D 
Mt\RGUJ!R ITE I RVING 
H ARRIET K INGSLEY 
HEU!N MANI)RY 
HIlL1!N MI!LROSH 
AUl)lt1!e OUGHTI!RSON 
ANTHONY POJ.LEY 
RAYMOND R YBCZYNSKl 
HELf!N SHERWOOD 
Gn.8ERT TAUFPNER 
J EA N TUTfLl! 
WILLIAM EXTON 
EMILY CONAWAY 
KATHER INB COLE 
B ETTY KING 
HELEN GILDERSLEEVE 
Runl M . KARC HER 
BI!TTY ANDERT 
ONALEI! Bllt 
MARY CLARK 
KATHP.RINH CoI.E 
BP..A TRICE EBLING 
GI!RTRUDE FLEISCIIMAN 
BETTY Glll\.MONY 
PA YL US GlI.1!S~ 
GEORGETTA HER!. 
EVEJ.YN INGHAM 
ALICE LoHANS 
RITA McDONOUGH 
MARGARBT MURKAY 
R UTH OWEN 
IR8NI! PUTI'.fAM 
ALICE SADROGA 
RUTH STERLING 
RUTH THOM 
FRANCES WHI85MAN 
EsTHER YACKUI}()SKlI! 
I 
I 
ART IiRAFT IiLUB 
When each section scurries about seeking an entirely new idea, holding secret meetings, raiding 
old trunks and garrets for grotesque costumes, Ar t Kraft Klub is responsible, for it all means that 
AKK's Stunt-Nite is approaching. But it's worth all the fuss and torture, for besides heing one of 
the most popular nights on campus, it provides a scholarship for some worthy Art frosh. 
All posters which are displayed in the college are first checked hy the club, likewise all bulletin 
boards must be O.K.'eJ. 
Although the membership is limiteJ, it is open to those in all departments of the college who 
show an interest in "seeking heauty and finding it." 
OFFICERS 
President EARL OBERMEYER 
Vice~Presideti t . PETER L UCAS 
Recording Secretary. GERTRUDE BERLIN 
Corresponding Secretary VIRGINIA COHO 
'T rea-su.rer RICHARD SWART 
Bulletin Board Chairman MARIE D'AMICO 
MEMBERS 
GI!RTRUDP: B ERLIN M IRIAM B EUTHER VIRGINIA COHO 
E VA CoRCORAN G EORGE O AIl2Y DoROTHl!A 0 21. NSRO 
BERTHA D P. MROWSKI M ARII! D ' AMICO DONALD DoNll!Y 
SoL ELPI!NUI!IN EILEl!N FRANKS EDITH GA UPP 
Jl!AN GIPt' WilLIAM G LMGOW JOSEPli HAPPEY 
MARGU(!IUTE IRVING Do1l.lS LAI,~I!N Jl!AN LtTTLl!PAIR 
PllTl!R LUCAS HIlLl!N M c MASTERS EAlI.L OUERMEYER 
AUJlNOWEN KllNNETIl PlJILLIPS HILDA LI!I! STEIN 
RICHARD SWART CHARLJ.!S WllIOA ND JOSl!PM WIT"A 
ES1'H.I!R Y AC"UllOSKII! MADl!UNE YUELL~ 
FACULTY M EMBERS 
CHARLBS B. BRA DLllY STANI.i!Y A, C2URLl!S MARY R. F ONTANA 
M INA S. GOOSSEN CAROLYN W. HEYMAN R UTH M. KARCHER 
H ARRY W . R OCKWELL D, KI!NNF.TH WINI!BRI!NNl!R 
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CLASSICAL CLUB 
For those who delight in exploring into the literature of the ancients, the C lassical Club offers 
numerous opportunities for such -adventures. The club, which is under the guidance of Dr. Messner, 
is associated with the national organization, the Junior C lassical League. 
OFFICERS 
Fiyst Semester Second Semester 
MARIA CORSI ,Fiyst Consul BETTY D OHN 
SANTA GIGLIA . Second Consu.l GERALDINE D EPrRRO 
EDWARD GRBENE . f,Q,uaestoy SANTA GIGLIA 
ErLEEN HEALY . Censor P A TlUCIA 0 'HERN 
BETTY D OHN .&ribe RUTH HO USER 
MEMBERS 
C I! LlA ADAMCZA K ALICE C HMURA MARIA CoItSI 
GI!RALOtNI! D I! PIRRO UARn~RA D P.RRICK CAl'HERINI! I)EVrzlO 
BETTY DOl{N N ORMA FABIAN MA RJORfF! F 1':LTIf: R 
ANNABELLE Fn"lO I!RALD MARY PLi!CKI!NSTIllN SANTA GIGLIA 
EDWAR D GRllENE RUT H HO USIlR EU .. IlEN H EALY 
DOROTHY H Ell E VI!U'N He.~s GltACH Ii(MMHLI! 
\VIN II'RI!O J ENNeR DoNAW J OSI!PH MURIEL KlEPPER 
R OSE 10 V I!CCIUO R osp. LUNGIHNO D OROTHY M ICHP.Rf)ZINut 
SHIRLEY MOORIl RUTH OeMS P ATRICIA O'Hp.RN 
C I!LlNI! PACZYNSK A EVIlLYN PERENP.Y J UUA PL'1'O 
I Nl!Z PICKENS ANGI!LA PROVENZANO J ANET RIZZO NP. 
AMEUA SALVAGGIO JEAN TliOMPSON DORIS W ATI!RWORTH 
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FRENCH CLUB 
To the polyglots of Buffalo State, the French Club fills a definite need for an organization that pro' 
vides a better understanding and appreciation of the language and cultural background of the French 
people. 
In addition to sponsoring an annual French publication, the C lub program of activities also pro' 
vides for the presentation of French drama and guest speakers. Only those students who have at 
some time studied the Fren::h language can be considered for membership of the Les .Amateurs de la 
Frlll1Ce. 
President 
Vice-President. 
Secretary 
'T'reasurer 
FACULTY ADVISOR 
MARY DOLAN 
DAVID SPEAKMAK 
ELIZABETH COLWELL 
CATHERINE CROCUSTON 
DOROTHY DUBERT 
HELEN ROUDRT 
OFFICERS 
CONSEIL 
MARGARET O'DRrI!N 
MEMOERS 
JEANETTE FAl>DOUL 
VIRGINIA GILl. 
GEORGE HAHN 
J OAN TARRANT 
MARIE DELLAS 
MADALENE MARSHALL 
1.Z0SE GEORGE 
DR. CHARLES A. MESSNER 
RUTH VIOX 
RICHARD MELQON 
PATRICK O ' SULLIVAN 
JEAN PERNER 
MILDRJ!D SHMUCK 
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HOME ECONOMICS CLUB 
Ever on the alert to solve problem.s and needs, the Home Economics Club's chief project this year 
was knitting and sewing for the Red Cross. The year 's filst campus dance, a flower..-laden, leis..-fi lled 
Hawaiian hop, was sponsored by the homemaking girls. Open..-house Day, a yearly tradition in which 
the girls cooperated with the boys downstairs , is conducted to acquaint the public w ith the very 
many activities of the department. 
Since the club is an act ive chapter of the American Home Econ:)mics Association, delegates are 
sent each year to the national convention. 
President 
Vice..-President . 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
HELI! N AGL!! 
EU2ADI!TII ]. Bt:L 
PEARL BRIHTMA Il!R 
J.l!AN CANNON 
LILLIAN CHTRI.IN 
DORm CONKUN 
JI!AN DALY 
LAURA MAE EHMAN 
BERNICll FRANKS 
JEAN GORDON 
MARCELLE HAMStURll 
GERTRUDE E. HIlMSTlll!ET 
WINNlf'REO KENDALL 
OLIVE LIGHTFOOT 
PAULINIl MARl'IN 
MARIAN MILITIlLLO 
GRACI! MOLl/l.lSSllY 
Jl!AN RODWl!LL 
THERESA &AUA 
BETTY SCHLOT2ER 
Ru'1'f{ DRDRICK TABER 
H ilLEN K. YIANILQS 
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OFFICERS 
MEMOERS 
JUNl! A. BI!ARPSELL 
MARGl!RY Bl!NNI!TT 
VERA BRODY 
FR,\NCES CAROTHERS 
RUTf{ A . CLARK 
JWNlE V. CRANSTON 
Jl!ANNI! DEPFGE 
PRISCLLLA FAIRDANK 
MURII!L Flll!NCtl 
MARJORIE HAFI'A 
DORIS HARRISON 
ELLeN HIRlIeMAN 
SHIRLEY H. KOHAN 
I NEZ LIVERMORE 
E. Jl!AN MAXWELL 
VIVIENNl! E. MllLIlR 
MARY O'TOOLE 
JUNE M. Ron 
RUTH &HAERTEL 
EU:A NOR SPIlF;R 
MARGARET MARY WOEPPEL 
MADl!UNI! YUELLS 
ELLEN HIRSEMAN 
MURIEL LEVER 
MURIEL FRENCH 
HELEN B. AGLE 
CoRRINE BEDDER 
JEAN BoWIlN 
ANNIl BRUNETT]! 
DOROTHY CHA)"II'L1N 
MILDRED R. COtJl!N 
BAROARA CURRY 
MILDRI!D DRAGON 
JUNE Fl!RNAAYS 
VIRClNIA FULLER 
MARGARET HAMMOND 
ETHF.L HRT.I.EMS 
SONJA HUGO 
MUlui!L LEVIlR 
SARAH MANNING 
L YDIA MENGES 
MARIAN V . MOLLNOW 
ANN E . REED 
MARGARI';T RUSSI'LL 
EUDENE ScHENCK 
MARY STENGEL 
MALlJOllll! \VOODRUFF 
BETTY R. YOUNGUI!RG 
President 
Vice-President . 
Secretary 
Treasu.rer 
Program Director 
F ACUL TY ADVISOR 
SALLY BARNES 
OLIVE BEUAMY 
HELEN BROOKS 
GERALD E. CLARKI'_ 
B ETTY ANNE DIaN 
NORMA FADIAN 
BETTY GLA~S 
ANNE HAGGlmri 
GEORGETTA HERL 
ARLENE JIlROLDS 
VICTORIA LAUER 
KATHLEEN JANE Lrm:: 
VIVIIlNNE MU.T.ER 
CLAIRE O'BRIAN 
b.IlNE M. PUTNAM 
JOAN RICK 
BARBARA RUDOLPH 
HILDA LEE STEm 
LOIS TUKEY 
GEORGS WEINHEIMER 
DRAMATIC 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
PEARL BREITMAIER 
GERTRUDE BERLIN 
RUTH CLARK 
MILDRED R. COlJIlN 
MILDRED E. DRAGON 
RUllY FITCH 
M.".RY GREANOPF 
GEORGE HAHN 
BETTY HIEMENZ 
MADI'.LYN Kl'.l!Vl'.RS 
JAURS LAZARONY 
ROSARIA La VECCHIO 
J EAN MITCHIlLL 
ELEANOR OSTRANDER 
ANN RilED 
RUTH ANNE ROSEN 
OLGA StlAPER 
ETHllLRRPA SWIERAT 
RUTH VAN WUl 
CLUB 
RALPH SMITH 
SARAH BARNES 
MAY POLAKOV 
VERN HECK 
GERTRUDE BERLIN 
MINA S. GOOSSEN 
BETTY BIlL 
ANN MARIE -BoRGMANN 
MARY CLARK 
HARRISON J. CoLBURNB 
NATALIE ELDER 
G. ARLINE FRANK 
PHYLLIS LOUISE GRBSS 
VIlRN HECK 
SoNJA M. H UCO 
SIfTRll'.Y LACK 
SYLVIA BRENDA LIIlBIlR 
HillEN C . McMASTERS 
NORMA MUNCIlR . 
MAY POLAKOV 
JI!AN REEVES 
JUNE M. ROST 
DAVID SPEAKMAN 
ELEANOR T HOM 
RUTH C. VIOX 
DOROTHY WmCHIlSTRII. 
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, , 
The glimmer of stage lights and the thrm of greasepaint! Ah, how welt State Thespians yield to its glamour. Shak:spe~re 
was certainly right when he said, .. All the world's a stage, and all the men and women .merely p~aye~s . .. . " Fascm~tmg 
and interesting, the art of acting lures one, forever pulling with the force of a magnet at mtellect, Illstmct and the emotIOns . 
As an assembly program, the Dramatic Club presented such hits as "Why r Am a Bachelor" and "Command Perfo~m' 
ance." At Cbristmas, capacity audiences thrilled to the traditional Nativity Play, "Bethlehem," by A. E. Houseman. Durmg 
the year several one-act plays were produced by student directors at the OJltege, at churches, and for banquets. T hen under 
the direction of Miss Mina Goossen, the spring play, .. Arms and the Man," by George Bernard Shaw, ,vas presented. Ex-
ceptionally well done, it was the highlight of a successful season. _ . ' . . . 
Back of the drops, behind tbe bright footlights was glamour and thI/lts of a dIfferent killd. There, the me.c~alllca l portIOn 
of the Dramatic Club worked with nimble and dextrous finger~ on lighting, costuming, make-up and advertl~mg . There, the 
talents of students of all departments found an outlet . .. 
Dating back to the Normal SchooL the Dramatic Club has been an integral part of college hfe . The meet~n.gs have pre-
sented an opportunity for all members to contribute to discussions of current plays and books; to meet authonttes on dr:l.ma 
and the theater; to learn intere5ting information concerning acting and the theater. 
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JOAN HAGERTY 
DAN O'DONNELL 
JI:!. ... NNIl McMAHON 
DONALD VOLTZ 
HI!LI!N KI!LLI!Y· 
F ATHER DEMPSEY 
EILEEN M ULHOLLAND 
NEWMAN 
PresiJml 
Vice,President 
'Treasu.rer 
'Treasurer 
Secretary 
Moderator 
Facu!ty Adv1sor 
MEMBERS 
CLUE 
DJNALD VOLTZ 
CORA P,\VONJ! 
ALEX LORINCZ 
DOROTHY HElL 
HELEN K ELLIlY 
FATHElR Dl!MPSIlY 
EILl!l!N MULUOLLAND 
CELIA ADAMCZAK, AGNI!S ALVARIlZ, ROSARIA BALLING, ELIZAIJETH BARUCH, ACNES BASHER, BETI'll BELLRENG, JOAN 
BIANCHI, DOROTHY BLECHSTEIN, CIIARLES BRADY, CARYL BRENNAN, PHILIP BRIND'AMOUR, MARGARET BROWN, MARY 
BUSZKA, BETTY BUTCHARD, WILLIAM CALLAN, CORNELIUS CANAVAN, ANNR CARLIN, JULIET CAPPIELLO, MARY CARUSO, 
JOHN 8HIAVARO, Auc!! CHMURA, JANE CIRRITO, EUZABETH COI.wm.L, EOITH CORCORAN, MARIA CORSI, CtiARLE~ CURTIN, 
JEAN DALY, MARl)'! D'AMICO, EUZABETH DELANEY, MARY Of!1.ANEY, DOROTHEA DEL NERO, R ITA DIl MEO, GERALDINE 
DE PIRRO, HELEN DESMOND, LmlW DI PASQUALE, CATHERINE DI VIZIO, MARY DOLAN, ESnU!R DUDZIAK, MARY DWYf!R, 
MAGDllLlNB EICHLllR, JEANNETTE F ADDOU!., HENRY FESSARD, IRMA FtOCCA, ANNA B~LLIl FITZGI!RALD, EVELYN FRI!!DL, ALICE 
GAMULI!, SANTA GIGLIA, WYONA GOETZ, EDWARD CREBNB, MARY LOUISIl GRIlJUIN, ROBERT GRIFI'IN, VIRGINIA HA81CHT, 
MARGARET HAMMOND, DANIIlL HEALY, EILEEN HEALY, DOROTtlY HmL, WILLI!NA HENRY, EUZABETH Hll!~iJ!NZ, PATRICIA 
HOPMAYER, JAMI!S HOIIENSEI!, MADELIN~ JOHNSON, HELI!N KI!LLEY, JEAN KLOCK!!, HENRIETTA LASH, OLGA LAWROW, JAMIl~ 
LAZARONY, ROSB LUNGIlINO, PATRICIA MACCLURIl, MARGARET McDONOUGH, RITA McDONOUGH, MARY McDONOUGII, 
MARGARET MCGOVERN, TERESA MCGUIRE, ANN MCGUTlI, JEANNE McMAHON, MARY A . MCPARLlN, GRACIl MORRIS~EY, 
IRENJ! MUNIGA, ANNE MURPHY, JACK MURPllY, RITA MURPHY, ROLAND J. MURPHY, &ruART MYERS, HENRY NOWATKA, 
C1.AIRE O'ORIAN, DOROTHY O'CONNOR, DAN O'DONNELL, MARY T. O'HERN, PATRICIA O'HERN, PATRICK O'SULLIVAN, 
OLGA PARENTI, CORA PAVONF., GENE PAWLOWSKI, LAWRENCJ! PI'.RICAK, JEAN PERNER, MARY PFLANZ, JOSI!PIlINE PILERI, 
PATRICK PINTO, PATRICIA QUIGLEY, LOIS QUILTY, EILJ!F:N QUINN, JANICE RANCE, SARAH RANDAZZO, GLORIA RAWLf.IGH, 
CHAltLI!S RliIlDY, MARGARET RICHARDSON, MARIAN RICOTTA, JANET RIZZONE, I-lllLEN ROACH, CASS ROON!!Y, HELEN ROUDET, 
WINIfRED RYAN, MARY Lou ScHILL, MARGARET SCHOTT, MONTPORD SCHRADl!R, BETTY ScIlRI!INER, W ILLIAM SDAO, 
VIRGINIA SIIANAIIAN, MARGUIlRl".f!! SHEA, BEATRICE SILVEY, H!!LEN SL-AZYK, ROSI!MARY SULLIVAN, JOAN TARR ANT, WILUAM 
TRAUTMAN, CHARLI!S TURCOTT, DONALD VOLTZ. ELIZABETH WAGNI.!R, GI!ORGI! W .. 'GNI!R, LEO WEBER, ARl.INE WENDLlNGI!R, 
MARGARET MARY WOEPPEL, JOliN WUJIlK, ESTHER YACKUI:lOSKIE. 
Although primarily of a religious nature; the Newman Club is generally conceded to throw the 
most successful, informal parties. 
The purpose of the organization is threefold : spiritual, in tellectual, and social. The spiritual aim is 
fulfilled by retreats, Communion-breakfasts and the formal initiation. Through its speakers and dis-
cussion periods, the intellectual ideal is sought. Apparent in all its meetings, the social atmosphere 
is attained through dances, parties, and the Baccalaureate Breakfast for the Seniors. All three aims 
are combined in the annual three-day Province meeting. 
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NON-RESIIJENTS ASSOCIATION 
"Mother knows best" is true in the case of Buffalo girls who are fortunate ir~ being able to ~ive at 
home' but for those out,of-towners who room and boarJ in the city, the umon of ~on-re.slJents 
is a s~bstjtute. Founded twelve years ago on State's campus, it has served these g!.rls falthful.ly 
and cheerfully, showing them the,,"ropes" of College and City life. The N.·~. A. IS a versatIle 
organization smce It belIeves t?at. all work and "no play makes JIlI,~ dull gIrl. It promoted many 
activities thro~~ho",jt a year, hIghlighted by the Reverse Rhythms dance. 
President 
V ice-President. 
Corresponding Secretary 
Recording Secretary 
r reasu:rer 
FACULTY ADVISORS; 
BERNITA AI),,'MS 
NOTBURGA BACHMANN 
DOROTHY BLI!CUSTlllN 
CARYL BRENNAN 
MARY nUECHNER 
MARyCARUW 
CIlCtLl! CONKI.IN 
PI.!ARL COOPER 
BIlTTY ANN DION 
ESTIIIlR DUDZlAK 
HELEN DUTTWEILER 
JUN!! FERNAAYS 
ANN!'. GOULD 
MARCI'.l.LI'. HAMSIIIRI! 
CONSTANCI'. HOWE 
CAROLINE KJ!YES 
hwz LIVl!R}.{ORE 
PAULIN}! MA RTIN 
ANN McGuTU 
ELEANOR MINTRUM 
DOROTHY NICHOLS 
R UTH POTRAPKE 
MARGARf!T RUSIlI!LL 
KATHRYN RUPJ!RT 
DOROTHY SeHELS!.E 
E1UO SMITH 
BI!TTY VANDIlR WRl'.L 
MARJORIE WOODRUl'f 
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OFFICERS 
EsTHER McGINNIS RUTH PALMER 
MEMRERS 
HIlLI!N AGLIl 
JOANNE BALDWIN 
JEA N BOWI!N 
AW!'.RTA BROWN 
DOROTHY CIIAMPl.lN 
MARY CLARK 
EDITH COOMBS 
JIlNNlE CRANSTON 
MlL-DRIlD DI\AGON 
MElUIlETH DUNCKEL 
JEANETTI! FADDOUL 
ANNAIlELLIl FITZGERAl.D 
M ARY GUILD 
EVR HENRICKS 
SoNJA Huc:o 
RUTH KU NH 
JAN!! LESSO 
J IlAN MAXWJ!I.L 
LYDIA MENGES 
EMMA MORONE 
OLCA PARI!NTI 
LOIS QUILTY 
LOIS RrEBENNACl".T 
AMI'.I.IA SALVAGGIO 
MAR Y K. SEARS 
GERTRUDI'. SOULI! 
JI!ANN~ W .. nsM 
ANN YAW 
OLGA PARENT! 
JEAN MAXWELL 
SONJA HUGO 
HILDRED MULLER 
ALBERTA BROWN 
CATHERINE E. REED 
LOUISE ARNOLD 
MARGERY BENNETT 
VIRGINIA BoYD 
ANNE BIlUNETTI 
HARRII!TCARR 
MILDRED CoIIl!N 
Er.IlANOR CoOMl}~ 
ELINOR OIKEMAN 
DOROTHY DUllf.RT 
DORIS DU'fCIU:R 
FRANCES FENN 
PRI:>CILLA GIllSON 
MARGARI!T HAMMOND 
WILLEMA HENRY 
HELRN JmlNSCN 
C, ARASA KRISHER 
MYRTLB LOTTI'S 
DoROTHEA MCCRAY 
HELI!N MELROSE 
HILDl~1!D MULLER 
EVELYN PI!RI!NI!Y 
MARJORIE REDFERN 
MARY RYAN 
RUTH SCHAERTEL 
AMY SMITH 
LOIS TUKEY 
MARY WHEP.T.RR 
ANITA ZUllRES 
I ' 
President 
Vice,President. 
cr rea-su.rer 
Secretary 
FACULTY ADVISORS : 
AU1ERT ASGOTT 
WALLY I30HM 
CHARLHS BRADY 
CORNE'i.IUS C ANAVAN 
CARMHN CA TUZZI 
JOHN C IiiAVARO 
BRIAN CoLI! 
CHARLl!lI CUMBO 
P AUL DIlLUNGl!R 
SAMUIU. PBH R1!NZ 
H AROLD G I LIJ1!RT 
W ILSON GREAl'BATCH 
EOWARD H IlLWIG 
HI!RB1!RT K AISP.R 
Bl!RT RAM Ll!ARMAN 
P Sl"I! R L UCAS 
JOHN MATT1SON 
NORMAN MEYER 
HI!NR Y Now A 1'](" 
FRANK: NUTlS 
CtIlrr PALKA 
LAWRENCE PERICAK 
Roy REIm 
HAROLI') R OSENBAUM 
MONTI! ScHRADER 
AI. S1>lUKLlHI. 
EVl!RBTT STI!VENSON 
CI'U!STER SWIERCZYN8KI 
1..oul:; V .... RCA 
DON .... LD VOI:rz 
L ENN W Il!f..OPOLSk.l 
MEN'S 
OFFICERS 
CAMPUS CLUB 
CHARl P.s H. CLEMONS 
JACK H. CUARLI!8 
DONALD F. KUHNS 
C I-rESTBR A. PALKA 
RAYMOND M, FRETZ, ANDREW W. GRABAU 
MEMBERS 
EOMUNt> B .... CH 
EDMUND BoWM .... N 
R .... LPIi BRIGHTON 
EU.IOT CARLSON 
J ACK CHARLES 
CHARI.B8 CLBMONS 
E DWAR D COLL .... 110 
Scony CUNNING H .... M 
ROBERT DIETTRR 
J OSEPH FERRAR .... 
W ILLIA M G LASGOW 
CHARLES GRBMKJ! 
CLllMI!NT H ERMON 
R OUERT KINCSTON 
NORMAN Lll11GI! 
MUR R .... Y LUSTIG 
FRAHl( MATIKP. 
W ILI'RI!D MORAN" 
EI.MI!N. NI!URP.UTHllll. 
D .... N I!!L O·DoN.N ~1.1. 
ROUI!RT P .... TELUNAS 
K1!NNl!TH PH:ILLlI'8 
CBARU!S Rlll!OY 
STANLl!Y SACH A 
JOHN ScHUELER 
GILMORI! SPHAR 
D BLLZON STOKBS 
R1CilARD TRMLl'IZ 
j 08EI'H VARGA 
R ICHARD VROOMAN 
CIIARI.B8 WeiG .... ND 
ROBERT WOLF 
ROUER T BI.ACK 
W I!.LlA M BoY!.!! 
Bc.WD CAMI'BELL 
ARTHUR. CAItR 
RUDOI.PH CIIERIC .... UJ!R. 
IRVING COi'iI!N 
RAY CRANI! 
THOMAS DAVIS 
jOSI!PlI DoRC?:AIC 
CARLTON GRR8R .... CtlT 
ROUERT GRAHAM 
STEPHI!N H ARRISON 
EARl. H ORN 
DoNALO KUHN~ 
GOMER L e5CU 
JOHN M ARaSY 
RODER T MAYER 
DONALD MUNSON 
HI!RUI!RT NHwLOve 
GI!ORCP. PAGAN 
DMIfIP.u. PllRKIN$ 
GI!ORGl! PIEPIlR 
PAUl. RITTMAN 
R OBBRT ScHAPER 
NICHOLAS SMITH 
WILLIA M STAUPPP.R 
J AMES SWl!l!T 
WII.LlAM TRAUTMAN 
R Oll.lN VOGAN 
FRANCIS WANllELL 
JOHN WUJI!X 
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Men's Campus Club 
Baflled freshmen bless the "ice-breakers" that the Men's Campus Club provides in Freshman 
Camp for men. The big gap between high school and college seems much smaller after a care-free 
weekend with upper,classmen and faculty. Preshmea, however, are not the only ones who benefit 
by Campus Club activities. Throughout the year the dub offers dinner dances, gymnasiulll nights 
and skating parties. which serve to bring together a large cross'section of students. Unrestricted 
membership and a continued program of activity make the Men's Campus Club a popular organiza' 
t ion for both Freshmen and upper-dassmen. 
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PSYCHOLOGY CLUB 
Since " I" bas always been of suprclne interest to the individual, it was only natural for a group of 
students curious about the intricacies of the human mind to form an organization. ] n 1937 such ;t 
group of students did combine and call themselves the Psychology Club. Mental Hygiene was the 
keynote. and this has been broadened to include all phases of psychology beyond that offered in the 
classroom. 
Although a keen interest in the work and purposes of the club is a ueciding factor for member, 
ship, only those with a pre-semester average of "8" in psychology and an aggregate average of "C" 
are eligible. 
In the four short years of its existence the club has been able to offer its mem!:;ers a varied pro-
gram, which not only satisfieu curiosities about psychology but also arouseJ new curiosities and 
problems. IncluJed in the 111any activities in which the club participated was an assembly program, 
and the annual collection of old books and magazines for the library of the State Hospital. 
President 
Vice-Presi:ient. 
Recording SecretaTY . 
Correspunding Secretary 
TreaSUTeT 
REUBEN S. EBERT 
OFFICERS 
FACULTY ADVISORS 
BARBARA RUDOLPH 
GERALD CLARKI! 
EUNIC)! 'TEPAS 
FllANCES EpSTEIN 
MARIA CORSI 
MARGAR~T S. QUAYLE OSt:,\R E. HERTZIH~RU 
ESTHER MCGINNIS PAUL W. SLOAN 
GtlRTRUl)1! BI!RI.IN 
MA1UA CORSI 
ALICE FUU.ER 
JEAN M ACMAHON 
H ELEN M ELROSE 
MARIAN RICOTTA 
JANIC!:: SMITII 
MEMDERS 
H I!LI!N BROOK~ 
Jt:AN DALY 
M .... N.Y GRAHAM 
MARIAN MADt:l'. 
RUTH Oem 
HIlL6N MHLROSI! 
RA1.PH SMLTII 
EUNICl! TErAS 
GI!RALD CLARKI:! 
FK"NCIl8 EpSTlltN 
NORMA KRAUS!! 
RORRRT MAKKS 
R Olllm:r PI!CK 
BARllARA R UDOLPH 
JOAN T ARRANT 
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nURAL CLUB 
tel~~~~~~ a~~~~tl;;~7. :~~~~s ~i~~ t~:t~~~~l~~~:~f ~~~s~u~~l :c~~oT~~~~:~f'p~~je~t~t~h~~~:t!:~ 
is the Bureau of Instructional Materials, a great boon to practIce-teac 1ers meetIng eH x 
perien.ces in the counbtry sch~.ol." d t d" a rural school They expressed their paternalism by send· 
ThlS year the mell1 ers agam a op e .'. h M- B t t which all 
ing gjfts of clothing, and by entertaining the chlidren wtth a play. 1 h tYb' anque.' °t foster a 
rural critics and school trustees were invited, was another feature 0 tee u s program a 
relationship between the college and the rural schools. 
President 
V ice-Presiderzt . 
Secreta.TY 
TTeaSu.rer 
AONJ!S A LVARP-Z 
OUVE B!!LLAMY 
JOYCE BRLNIU!L 
MARIA CoL~~l 
SYLVIA GAROI'ALO 
M ARJORIE GOTTLll!ll 
RUTf{ HUPPt)CH 
DOROTHY K H IS 
RO~1l LOVECCHIO 
MARY ALICI! MCPARLlN 
SHIRLEY MOORE 
JEANNE PIPI!R 
SARAH R ANDAZZO 
HilLEN ROACH 
BBTI'Y JAN!! S~nTlL 
AUCIl STiEi.OW 
M A RY TAYLOR 
GeRTRUD!! T [I!"f'RDSMA 
R UTH VIOX 
KAn V. WOI'I'ORD 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
EUGENIA BENCAI. 
NINA Bt~OWN 
ANN E ARL 
i-IANNA GEn 
Al~LENf. GROLL 
H.I!LI!N J UZWIAK 
DOKOTHY L OCK E 
P A TRIClA MARONEY 
VIRCINIA MIIlLCARSKI 
EMMA MARONE 
SormE ORKISZ 
ANGELA PROVIlNZANO 
DOROTHP.E REYNOWS 
Hl!L1!N SANDECKI 
M AKION SONTHEIM 
IRENE STlUKER 
M ARGARET TEPI'T 
GIlNP.VlI~VB T RI!ICHI.ER 
FACULTY ADVISORS 
LORRAINE CLEARY 
SH IRLEY M OORB 
Runl MILLBR 
BETTY STEGMAN 
IRWE nATT 
RUTH BI.ACKIlR 
LORRAINE CLEARY 
ALICE E ATON 
S/,NTA GIGLIA 
JI'.NIS HAI!NSZBL 
GRETCHEN KAUTZ 
ELAINH LONGIlNI!CK'P.R 
JIlANN~, McMAIiON 
R UTI{ MU.LIlR 
RITA MURPHY 
MOLLY PaYNNR 
MARION RICOTTA 
BMTRICE SILVey 
BETTY STeGMAN 
E OITH: T /I. YLOR 
J I!AN THOMPSON 
JI!AN VI!DOeR 
DoRIS WATERWORTH 
HOM!!R BRuce 
President 
V ice~ President . 
Secretary 
Treasu,n;r 
!ZaSAR! A I3ALLING 
lsAI3ELl.P. BRAMMER 
DORIS CAMPBELL 
DOROT HY CoRLlS 
GIlRAWINE D P.PIRRO 
jP.AN DOUGAN 
DoRtS DUTCHER 
J UND PERNAAYS 
ARLINE F RANK: 
M ARJORIE fR ISHE!! 
E U ZARIrrH G ERMONEY 
BETTY GREVER 
GP.ORGl!lTA H ERL 
KAT HHRINE H ORNUNG 
M ARIO N J OHNSON 
I N I>Z LIVP.RMORE 
MAOI! L1NP. MARSHAJ.t 
H1!LI!N MELROSE 
IR~NI! M UNlGA 
GRACE NIMMER 
Uum: PACZYNAKA 
C'ARR INl! PAlMIlRTON 
MARION PIP.RCE 
T ill!LMA POT'P 
MARGERY REDt'ERN 
DOIU5 R USLINK 
MARY SP.ARS 
EKMA SILL 
RI!ITV SMITH 
BETTY S TI!GMAN 
EUNICE T EPA!) 
DoRCTtll' V INCIlNT 
GERALDINE WEL5H 
OfFICERS 
MEMBERS 
1 MN BI!AIWRF.tL 
PEA RL BREITMAUlR 
WINIFRED CAPLE 
jUNI! CORNELL 
OARUARA DlHl.RICI{ 
JMNl!TTI! DoUGAN 
MARJORIE EuOl:! 
R UDY PITCU 
CA ROL PKAZP.E 
EOtrH GAUPP 
IMN GIf'P 
.TUNt: H ACSTROl-1 
EU.l!N H IRSIlMAN 
RUTH H OUSI!R 
Bt:TTY KI NG 
P ... TRICIA MACCWRt 
EOITH MARTIN 
JJ!IIN Mm":Hl!I. t 
MAROAI~~T MURRAY 
RUTH OcHS 
J RANNl! PAI)OINTON 
AtICl! P I!REW 
PnANCE~ PIWOWARCZYK 
RO~IlMARY R ATHMAN 
J l!AN R1!IWJ!8 
WINIPR BU RYAN 
OLGA SIV.J'I!R 
CHARLOTT!! SIMMONS 
ELiZABIlTH SNOKlI 
R UTH STERUNG 
JOYClI T HOMAS 
BETTY W AONIlR 
B IITTY WOI.t' 
Hllll!N Y(AN llOS 
Y. W. C. A. 
MARGARET ESCHNER 
J EANNE PADGINTON 
M ARION PIERCE 
RUTH H UPl'UCH 
R UTH BLACK1!R 
B ETTY 8 UTCHAR T 
M ARJORIP: COOK 
PlIGGY DAVII!S 
B1!TTY DOliN 
J1!ANP:TTE DUMkl! 
MARGAR!!T ESCHN1!R 
l OVCB FLAMMANG 
EVBlYN FRIP.DL 
CLARINE GI!N!!T 
JUN1! GRANT 
GI!RTRU],,)I! I-lIlMSTRI!IlT 
MILDRED H ooD 
RUTH HUPPUCH 
J ANI!T L l!W1S 
MARION MAnER 
EMMAJ1!AN M CG URN 
N ORMA M UNGt:1l. 
M ARGARI!T NIlVl lLI! 
M AIl.Y J ANE ORCUTT 
V mGlNIA PAG~ 
T II ERP.SA PCTRAS 
MOLLY PItYNNP. 
G LORIA RAWl.l!lGlI 
D I!TTY R UDp.N 
R UTH ScllAER'rllL 
MARGUP.RITB SmA 
B l!TTtNA SMITII 
HELEN STANAGE 
J AN!!T STOW!!lL 
VIRGINIA T OMIC 
A D!!LI! W ALSH 
H !!LJ!N WatFORD 
yw.c.A. 
Amidst a busy season of knit ting for the Red Cross, conducting frequent religious round~table 
discussions, and holding supper meetings, the Y.W.C.A. took time out at Thanksgiving to present 
a colorful pageant in the Assembly. At the sarne time, its members distributed baskets to poor 
families. During the Christmas season, a party was held for the under-privileged children of Buffalo. 
A panoralna of Nursery rhymes, turtle races, root beer gardens, anJ flower stalls made the "Y" 
Carnival one of the most colorful ever held. 
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ALUMNI ASSOCIAT I ON 
As a. means of keeping State graduates in continued close contact with their Alma Mater, the 
AlumnI Asso;:iation parti~ipates actively in campus life. Its yearly program, although it is planned 
to interest all students, offers special guidance to the Seniors, soon to meet· the joys and problems of 
their profession . Like a large but loving family, the Alumni Association is ever ready with en-
couragement- guidance-friendship. 
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFFICERS 
President 
V ice-President. 
Recording Secretary . 
Financial Secretary 
'Treasurer 
Historian 
Permanent Secretary 
ImmedIate Past President. 
1938-194 1 
MRS. EUZAHETH MACK ROTH, '07 
MR. ARTHUR LORD, '34 
DIRECTORS 
1939'1942 
MRS. JEAN CARMICHAEL VEDDER, '25 
MR. BYRON &:HOTTIN, '26 
MISS MARY LENNIE, '21 
MRS. AGNES REIMAN VOLLMER, ~13 
MR. FREDRICK SCHULTZ, '16 
MISS MARY DARKER, '37 
MRS. CAROLINE K. GORDNIER, '36 
MR. PAUL WAMSLEY, '15 
'940'1943 
MISS Helga Castren, '21 MR. WALTER HEFtiLEY, '35 
MR. ROBERT GRILE, '28 MISS ELIZABETH MATSON, '22 
Q6 
President 
Vice' President 
Secretary-'T reasurer 
HUGH E. COYER 
IRVI NG COHEN 
S."'MU~L HALPERT 
MARGARET MCCULLOR 
BETTY SNOKE 
RODERT WOLl' 
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS 
F ACUL TY MEMBERS 
JOHN FONTANA 
MEMBERS 
MARGllRY BENNETT 
ANTHONY DlScIPIO 
E UPHRA LUPKIF.wICZ 
CHEnI!R PALKA 
WINFORD SWANSON 
HAROLD BEAL 
V IRCTNIA COHO 
LINDSAY FARNAN 
RUTH E. HOUSTON 
\VILLIAM CALLAN 
MARJORIE DUTHIE 
CHARLE~ MCCARTHY 
HELEN SlAnK 
VIRGINIA TOMTC 
If the mystery of the disappearing five-dollar bill (which occurs semi'annually in connection with 
the payment of our Blanket Tax) has caused some consternation among the student body, it is 
doubtlessly consoling to know that the paYlnent automatically makes the student a member of the 
Athletic Association. 
The Association, chosen from the student body and faculty, supervises all phases of athletic 
activity in the College. The extensive program includes scheduling varsity athletic games, receiv-
ing visiting teams, arranging after'game dances, awarding athletic awards, ilnd conducting tourna~ 
ments and intra~mural games. 
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SENIOR WOMEN'S GLEE 
President 
Vjce,PresiJ~nt 
Secretary 
Tred,HlT('T 
LibrMi(m 
&ribe 
SALLY A:-tP!!RSON 
H f!U!N BOLTON 
EVI!LYN CAee 
PUYLLIS CR!!P.O 
DORIS DUTCHp.R. 
MAR]ORTR FRISSEB 
RUTH H elSTROM 
WINrPRIlD K Ji.NI.>ALL 
RITA LrCHTlILAU 
MARGARET M CCUI.I.OR 
THU,MA MILLER 
M ILDRED NI!.VII.U! 
MAR]ORTf! PHILLIPS 
DoROTHIli! R SYNOLDS 
G ERTRUDE SoULE 
RUTI-{ TRAVIS 
OFFICERS 
MEMBERS 
RAMONA BARNES 
VmOlNIA BoYD 
ANNE C ARLIN 
LUCILLE DAKH 
FLORENCE D ZIQMll .... 
KATHLEEN GOODMAN 
GRACE HIMMEL!! 
ROTH KLUllMAN 
LAURA LINK 
KATHLEEN M c K eNNA 
V I VIAN MILLER 
J ANE NORTH 
MARJORIE PEIRCI! 
MARGARI!T R USSELL 
HILDA LIH! STEIN 
GERTRUDE T ]Ef!RI1SMA 
DOROTHY WINCHf!5TBR 
GWI!NDOLYN B HLLAMY 
CARYL B RENNAN 
VeRAL CASHMORI! 
BeTTY DoHN 
NATALlE EL DER 
MARJORIE GOTTUP.fI 
SYBIL HUTCHINSON 
LOiS KROENINC 
EMILY LUK ASZEK 
MARY AUCR M CPA RLIN 
VIVI HNNE M I LL I!R 
OLGA PAR1!NTI 
FRA NCIS PIWQW ARCZYI( 
HELBN SANCECKI 
1ANRT SroWI!LL 
MARY V [VERETTE 
RITA WON31EWICZ 
F ACUL TY MEMBERS 
ROSAMOND O. AnA'E RUTH E. SPEIR 
CLUB 
Hl!TTY JEAN WILLIAMS 
BETTY J ANP. SMITH 
JANE NORT!! 
E UI'HR/\ LUPKIEWICZ 
H RUN BotTON 
MARY BISTOPP 
M A RY 8 1STO l'I' 
V ERA B URKLEY 
BeRYl CllAIG 
DoROTHY DUBERT 
JoYei': FLAMMANG 
H~Ll::N Gn.,WES 
WINIFREI'> JENNER 
ROSARIO LE V l::CCI 110 
EU I>HRA L UPKlEWICZ 
BEATRICE MACE 
E lRA NOR MINTRU~I 
ALICE P EREW 
R~EMARY RATHMAN 
UrrTY JANE SMITH 
JOAN TARRANT 
B!!TTY JP.AN WILLIAMS 
"Music hath her charms" as does the Senior Women's Glee Club. No one will ever forget that 
dramatic moment when this organization. consisting of women with select voices. sang the beau-
tiful carols at the Christmas Play. Yes. the Senior Women's Glee C lub will always be remembered 
for the thrilling Spring Concert. and faSCinat ing Spring Festival. Acting as host, in place of the 
University of Buffalo. State entertained a Illllt'ber of New York State Colleges including the 
previous hosts. the University of Rochester 31'd Syracuse University. 
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FRESHMAN WOMEN'S GLEE CLUB 
President 
SeCTetaT)' 
1reltsurer 
CUllA ADAMCZAK 
B IlAl'lUCIl BIlCK"IAN 
P 8ARI. CooP8R 
FRANCI!S PENN 
PA TRlelA HonlA YEll. 
SYLVIA LIEBER 
13ETSP.Y M UELKIl 
JANf.T RANCE 
HJltl!N Rou pl'.'T 
RUTH &::HAP.RT P.L 
CHARLOTTP. SIMMONS 
RUTH V ,\N \VIE 
OFFICERS 
FACULTY ADVISOR 
MARY L. MCMAL!ON 
MEMnERS 
LOUI~E ARNOLD PHYLLIS n ,\ HLP.R 
MARY BUSZKA H ARRi eT CARR 
HI!U!N D USMOND CATlI ERI NE DIVIZIO 
CLARIN!! G I!Nl!l' WYON .... GOETZ 
ARL!!N!! J!!KOLDS JI!AN JI!TTM 
AUlHU!Y LINUHOLM R OSll L U NCllINO 
CoRA PAVON!! TI! llLMA Po!'!> 
MARGIlRY RI!Dt'IH\N ). ... Nll'l' RIZZONE 
KATHRYN RUPERT ELiZAllJ::TtI SAGI! 
DOROTHY ScH EWE MILlHU!U SHARICK 
B eRT HA SMITH VIRCIN I A TOMIC 
EUZA8ETH \V AGN8R AUI!LI! W ALSH 
CORA PAVONE 
TIIEl"I A POPI' 
AUDRI!Y L I>lDHOLM 
RoSA RIA BAltING 
A NNP.TTP. C r.,uu:: 
ANNA DonE 
R UTH GaONER 
EILEEN K P.LL Y 
DOROTHIlA M CCRAY 
IRENE PU'l'MAN 
H ELEN ROJ\CH 
ALICE SAMPSON 
BI!ATRICI! SILVEY 
JEAN T UT1'lE 
HI!L!!N W lmlTMAN 
Organited under tile direction of Miss Mary Louise McMahon, the Freshm;tn Women's Glee 
Club provides;t b.c'1ckground and foundation in music for the future members of the Senior Wo-
men's Glee Club. Tllis year , the club participated in both the Christmas Play and the Spring 
Concert . Frequent parties provided a medium for social activities. 
President 
Vice, President 
Secraar)' 
Treastm:r 
AGNES ALVAREZ 
GERALDINE DEPIRRO 
ROSE GEORGE 
DOROTHY LocKE 
EVELYN PI!RENY 
TRIADS 
OFFICERS 
FACULTY ADVISOR 
MARY LOUISE McMAHON 
MEMBERS 
DOROTHY BISIIOP MARY BISTO~I' 
BA1WARA DERRICK MARJORIE EliDE 
RUTH HOUSER VERONICA KNAUBER 
MARIAN MADER HELEN MANDRY 
EILl;\t!N QUINN KATHRYN RUPt:ltT 
ELIZABETH W OlP NORMA ZIEGLER 
RITA LICH'I'RLAU 
MARY BISTOFF 
DOROTHY BISHOP 
EILEEN QUINN 
MARIA DRUAS 
GERALDINE F AUNO 
RITA LICH"TBLAU 
EMMAJEAN McGURN 
MARGARRT TEFFT 
"Her voice was ever gentle, low and sweet" can be attributed to Triad members. Because· 
Triads is a musical organization for nOll-members of the Women '8 Glee Clubs, music appreciation 
opportunities <Ire combined in addition to voice work. Triad members enchanted us at the Christ-
mas party when we saw them in the guise of colorful carolers and they entertained and impressed 
us \'I!ith charming songs at the Spring Coocert. Music has many sides, as does the Triads, for this 
organization does not neglect the soci:l.llife of the college. 
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President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Accompanist 
ALllERT ABGOTT 
DAV[D COWNIE 
LeON GRARRR 
ROBERT ISENBERG 
PETER LUCAS 
JOHN MOROSY 
DONALD RUNYAN 
CHESTER SWIER 
MEN'S GLEE 
OFFICERS 
F ACUL TY ADVISOR 
HAROLD C. CRAIN 
MEMBERS 
CHARLES AMUI!LLAN 
TliOMAS DAVIS 
ROUI!RT GltAHAM 
ROBI!RT KINGSTON 
CHARLES MCCARTHY 
CARL OtHlRMEYER 
RA YMON!) R YBCZJNSK[ 
MARVIN TRUDELL 
DONALD VOLTZ 
CLUB 
GUlNN SEAMAN 
. MARVIN' TRUDELL 
LEON GRABER 
WALT BOLM 
RUTH ALBR[GHT 
WALT BOLM 
DONALD DONLEY 
ROBERT GRIFPIN 
JAMES LA'ZARONY 
RICHARD MELdoN 
Roy REED 
GLENN S:\A&1AN 
JOSEPH V AR'ij'A. 
Under the directorship of the new faculty member, Harold Crain, the masculine vocalists at 
the College meet twice a week to bellow out ~hords and choruses. This year, the men took an 
active part in the traditional Christmas Play. It was the annual Spring Conct;Jt, however, which 
offered the best opportunity for the club to display its various talents. 
PresiJen~ 
Vice,Presidetlt 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
A LBERTA A CKl.I!ll. 
H ARRTP-T' CARR 
LuclI,u~ OAK!! 
MAGDALeNA BICHU!R 
MARY GtU!ANOPF 
HUGlJ H ASLf!TT 
MURIEL HOT.:MJ!S 
J O liN KRYLO 
R ITA L rC HTBLAU 
R ICHARD MJ!LOON 
AUDREY O UGIITP.RSON 
E U ANOR PRITCHARD 
EU.l!N SCI:lICHTEL 
RrCliARD VROOMAN 
ORCHESTRA 
OFFICERS 
CHAR LES GREMKI! 
SUPJ-I I!N HARlUSON 
WIN1PRW JIlNNER 
WINIFRED JI!NNER 
FACULTY Al)VISOR 
EDNA HURD 
M EMHERS 
R UTH ALIlRIGHT 
RUDOLPU C H I!R KA UI!R 
THOMAS D AVIS 
GI!ORGIA rR~I! 
C H ARL!!! GlI.I!MKI! 
EDWARD H1!LWIG 
RORER'!' HLrNTlNGTON 
HENRIIlT!'A LASH 
MARY L UTZ 
K ATII I!RINF. MUNLEY 
ROUl!RT P ,nllLu NAs 
Roy RUD 
ERrs SMnH 
NANCY W A LKER 
DoROTHY BARCI.AY CoRNI!L1US CANAVAN 
CI.AIRE CRACKI!R MURDOCH C UNNINOHAM 
GI!NI!VI I!VI! DIXON H ARRII!T ERRUB 
WYONA GOETZ MARJORIE COT I'UI!R 
M ARY loUISE GRIRRIN STEPHEN HARtUSON 
RITA HENRY HERBERT HILTON 
W rNIPRJ!U J ENNF.R CLA YTON K AMINSKA 
EVP.LYN LEICHT GOMER LJ!scH 
DOROTHY MAHL MARIJ! MAH !. 
M ILUIU!D NBV II.I.I:1 DoROTIlY NIC"OL~ 
ALICE PI'.REW CI!ORCE P IEPER 
M .... RCARIIT R U8SI!L AUJER'I' RYD2YNSKI 
ALLI'.N SMUKLER RUTH Vrox 
Ross WILLSON MARGARET WOEP!'RI. 
It peals with anticipation before each assembly; it swells With satisfaction afterwards; it gLVCS 
fo rth its glorious best each spring at the annu,11 college concert---our orchestra. 
For those who, with their woodwinds, brasses and strings. take an A1ctivc part, as well as for 
those who adopt a passive part in cnjoyment, the orchestra is a vital part of college life. 
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President 
Vice·PresidclJt . 
Secrew7),·T 7ea~l-Uer 
JOANNF. BAJ.DWIN 
MARY CLARK 
GENEVIEVE. DIXON 
CIfARLI!.S GREMJ::!! 
EOWARD HE.LWIG 
DOROTHY MAHL 
BAND 
OFFICERS 
FACULTY ADVISOR 
R W8P,N S. EBERT 
MEMnERS 
CORNI!LIUS CA!'oIAVAN 
M URDOCH CUNNINGHAM 
H ARRIETTE EBBUE 
STI!.PHEN HARRISON 
CLAYTON KAMINSKA 
N f ARIF. MAHT. 
AUDREE OUGH'I'ERSON GP.ORGR PIIII'ER 
Roy REED MAROARF.T RU8SEJ.r. 
GU!NDON SEAMAN ALLEN SMUKLP.R 
R ICHARD VROOMAN J ANET WOODS 
EUWARD H !!LWIC 
COMER LZSCIf 
MARGARI'.T R USSELL 
HARIU!.!T CARR 
EUNOR DlKI!M:\N 
WYONA GO:J!l'2 
H UGH HASl.eTT 
COJo.II!R L~SCH 
MILDRI!O NEVILLE 
ROBERT POTTER 
DORCYfHY ScHELBLl! 
W IU.lAM V ANDAL 
There's something stirring about band music, especially when played at athletic contests. Our 
band certainly added to the color of the games ri nd at the same time gave admirable support. Not 
limited to exciting 'fmarches," the b.'1nd also contributed to many phases of extra-curricular lifc. 
Foremost was the Spring Concert, which was very delightful. The band again covered jt~elf 
with glory when, according to preced<!nt, it led the Moving Up Day parade. 
SPORTS 
"Peace hath her victories no less than war." Yes, we can 
remember victories on the athletic field and on the gym floor; 
victories of mind and muscle; victories in fai r play and school 
spirit. The muscle factory, in addition to turning out hosts of 
young Dianas and Apollos, gave us many thrilling and hotly 
contested games and jntra~mural tournaments. 
We recall here our heroes, those symbols of outstanding 
prowess whom we adore; Qur teams made of strength and 
uni ty ; and the spectators who made each battle a winning one, 
in spirit at least. Through losses and victories we still say with 
pride, "Just watch that team go." 
VARSITY 
BASIiETBALL 
Capta.in-LINDSAY FARNAN 
Manager-HAROLD BEAL 
State Opponent 
SYRACUSE 19 47 
OSWEGO 52 54 
W ·AKE FOREST 39 42 
ALLEGHENY 29 34 
FREDONIA 47 57 
ST. BONAVENTURE 42 51 
GENESEO 71 37 
ON~RID ~ ~ 
THIEL 32 34 
NIAGARA 35 59 
,Soccer season has passed, and the 
:"'lntry winds of Buffalo are sweep-
mg across the Quadrangle. Captain 
Farnan and h IS boys are working 
hard in the Gym in preparation for 
one of the most imposing schedules 
to face a State basketball team. We 
see on the schedule such teams as 
Syracuse, Wake Forest, St. Bona· 
venture, and Niagara-four of the 
outstanding quintets of the East. 
The first game is with none other 
than the "Big Orange" of Syracuse. 
State los~5 to Lou Andreas' great 
team, whIch later defeated many of 
the top teams of the basketball 
world; but in this defeat the Orange 
Lou., the bll, Niagara 
Kneeling- Left to Right Coh V I K· /'lalpert St.:l d ' - M ~ en, asw d, mgston. Captllin FIlTlla.n, 
. n Itlg atlager Beal, .chlllvaro, .Wolf, Swier, Swanson, 
Garcllc~. 
and Black plays excellent ball led 
by Swanson with ten points. ' 
Os:wego, an old rival, next jour' 
neys Into town to take our team by 
two points in a h~artbreaker. 
On ~ew Year's night we are all 
sea~ed In the new Municipal Audi. 
t?num, frcsh from Christmas vaca-
tlOn, among a crowd of over four 
thousand people. I t is the moment 
that we all have been waiting for. to 
see. the Orange and Black in action 
agamst the Southern Conference 
champions, Wake Forest. At the 
half, State is trailing by fifteen points 
and thmgs look rather dark. J n the 
most exciting second half of the 
season, our team rallies and is out-
scoring Wake Forest, 23-11; but 
at ~he end of the game, we are three 
POll1ts short of a victory, losing 
39·42. Lou Vastola, a freshman and 
~)ew star, tallies seventeen points 
1I1 the game. 
In the following week, we play 
hosts to Allegheny College of Penn. 
sy~vania. Again it is a close game. 
WIth A llegheny coming out on top 
34029. ' 
At Dunkirk and Olean, State 
loses to Fredonia and St. Bonaven, 
ture. lrv 90hen comes into promi~ 
nenc~ agamst Fredonia by chalking 
up SIxteen points. At St. Bonaveo, 
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Th/: Big Game. 
ture, we notice for the first time a 
small but scrappy freshman, Bob 
Kingston, who celebrates moving 
up from the Junior Varsity by 
dropping in seven points abrainst the 
rugged Olean team. 
State students take heart again 
when the Orange and Black drop 
Geneseo to the tune of 71-37, with 
Irv Cohen accounting for twenty of 
the seventy,one pojnts. 
T hiel College knows that it has 
met a difficult team when it comes 
to BufFalo the next week to defeat 
State by a margin of four points, 
47-43. Lou Vastola is high scorer of 
the evening with twelve points. In 
the same week, State loses again by 
that unlucky four to the Ontario 
Agricultural College at Guelph, 
Ontario. Vastola is again high with 
thirteen. 
The great day comes when State 
meets Niagara, traditional basket~ 
ball rival for many years. Spectators 
are packed in the Gym so tightly 
that one hardly dares to breathe. 
Despite Murphy's fourteen and 
Vastola's ten tallies, State bows to 
a superior Niagara team. However, 
every old grad at. the game will 
remember it as one of the best. 
At first thought, the record of 
nine losses and one win does not 
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look too impressive. Then we re, 
member the great games that we 
have seen - Wake Forcst, Alle-
gheny, Niagara, Thiel-, and de-
cide that it wasn't such a bad sea' 
son. We have four gre..'1t prospects 
for three years in Vastola, Swanson. 
Kingston, and Garelick. With the 
return of Cohen, Murphy, and 
Swier our prospects for next season 
look very promising. We decide 
that a winning quintet is not neces' 
sarily the one that scores the most 
baskets but the one that plays its 
best in a sportsmanlike manner. We 
have tbat team. 
JUNIOR VARSITY 
BASIiETBALL 
Coach ]OHNCHIAVARO 
Captain ANGELO SUOZZI 
Manager STANLEY SACHA 
Assista.nt Manager FRANK MATZKE 
front Row-Trudell, Dailey, Cilptain Stwzzi, Foster, Snitzer . Back 
Row- Coach Chiavaro, Stevenson, Manager Sacha. 
Record f. V. Opponent 
MILLARD 
FIU MORE 19 17 
NICHOLS 32 19 
BUffALO ATH-
LETIC CLUB 
H UMBOLDT 
38 45 
Y. M. C. A. 33 49 
BUFFA LO ATH' 
LETIC CLUB 32 29 
NIAGARA FROSH 26 46 
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As we look at the Junior Varsity 
now, at the beginning of the season, 
we see what seems to be a better 
than average team. Wolf. Maroone, 
Foster, Dailey, Snitzer, and Herrick 
are good Freshman material for our 
team. Captain SU02:z:i, Stevenson, 
Trudell , and Palka are on the floor 
~gajn to give some exciting moments 
In the preliminary games. . 
Under John Chiavaro's coaching, 
we find that the ]. V. is able to start 
the season right with wins over 
Millard Fillmore and N iehol. School. 
Palka has the high for the evening 
WIth e1ght pomts against Millard 
F 111more and Wolf wi th eleven in 
the Nichols game. 
The "Youngsters" drop the next 
Front ROW-Isenberg, Upschitz, Cohen, Haslett, Captain POtter, Lucas. 
Romano, Marosy, 'rr~ell. Second Ro,:,,-Rosenbaum, Manager Sacha, 
Callan, Mu-rphy, Grzff!n.' Wolf, Cfnl1VaTO, Cownie, Maroone, Coach 
Coyer. Back Row-Ph,!!tes, Cunnl'l1gham, Gilbat, Rogers, Suvenson, 
Voltz, Grem~e, Ferenz, McCarthy. 
Not a Splash! 
two games with the Buffalo Athletic 
C lub and Humboldt Y. M . C. A. 
quintets. Snitzer, with a twelve 
point total against the A thlet ic 
~lub, and Stevenson, gathering nine 
m the Humboldt fray, stand out in 
their sharpshooting ability. 
The following week the J. V's. 
hav~ an opportunity to avenge the 
ear],er defeat at the hands of the 
Buffalo Athletic C lub, and in true 
basketbaU spirit take over the game 
despite tbe presence of Bob Stewart, 
a former Syracuse luminary, in the 
Club lineup. Captain Suozzi with 
nine, and Wolf with eleven points 
lead the Statesmen to victory. 
In t~e last game of the year, 
N1agara s strong yearlings defeat a 
stubborn State team in a rough and 
tumble battle. Aiken, a newcomer, 
a transfer from Alfred, leads our 
team in scoring. 
Now, at the end of the season, we 
find that the Junior Varsity has 
brought out some very likely pros-
pects for . next year's varsity in the 
persons of Stevenson, Wolf, Aiken, 
and. Foster, whose performances in 
the past merit their promotion. 
SOCCER 
It's a balmy day in September, 
and we are wondering how we are 
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Front Row-Phillips, Chcr~auer, Kneer, Coach Tierney, Captain 
Ambella'n , Rowley, Temlitz. Back Row-RlTldonc, Isenberg, Wandell, 
VrOOmtnl, Clar~, Manager Bach. 
ever going to sta nd another year of 
that terrible grind. Suddenly we look 
toward the Soccer Field and see 
a large group of men kicking aroun,d 
a piece of leather filled wlth alf. It s 
State's soccer team, with Captain 
Bob Potter, already down to hard 
work. 
We stroll over toward this twist .. 
ing mass of arms and legs and find 
Coach Coyer and Manager Sacha 
counting last year's letter .. men-all 
four of them- Bob Potter, Joe 
Romano, Hugh Haslett, and Pete 
Lucas. We see some new faces in the 
group. Sacha tells us that the pink-
cheeked boy is a refugee, fresh from 
the boat from war-torn Europe, 
John Marosy. The red-haired goalie 
is a Freshman, Bob Wolfe. · Dave 
Cooke and Lennie Lipschitz are look, 
ing fit after the summer's vacation. 
It looks like a team with plenty of 
that element which makes soccer an 
interesting game to see. 
handling of the ball' It was a team 
that, win or lose, played its best for 
the love of playing. With our new 
athletic field next year, and that 
fighting spirit all of our teams have, 
next year we may well say! "Watch 
that team go!" 
VARSITY 
SWIMMING 
Captain 
Ma.nager 
Coach 
Reeord 
R OCHESTER 
A LLEGHENY 
NIAGARA 
COLGAn! 
N IAGARA 
CHARLES AMDELLAN 
HARRY SPEAR 
THOMAS TIERNEY 
State 
20 
37 
43 
25 
37 
162 
Opponent 
55 
25 
32 
50 
38 
200 
One of the major sports of the 
campus which has received too li ttle 
attention in the past has been swim .. 
mingo For several years our mermen 
have been outstanding in the East 
as swimmers. Through depression 
and budget cut, this team has·con, 
tinued to turn out fi ne performances. 
If we review the record of Captain 
Charles Amhellan's team of the past 
season, we find it was no exception. 
Now it's the end of the season, 
and we review in our m.inds a few 
of the exciting highlights. W e .did 
lose five games to Oswego, Cortland, 
Allegheny, University of Rochester, 
and Colgate; and we tied Slippery 
Rock; but who can forget the stellar 
defensive work of fullbacks Cohen 
and Haslett, or Joe Romano's expert 'fhe Megaphonists-Kneeling-Hilda Lee. Standit1[;- Mac, Effie, S~ip. 
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Early in December, Coach Tier-
ney and his boys boarded a bus to 
journey to the "River Campus" of 
the University of Rochester. The 
Yellowjackets have had an uncle:, 
feated swimming team for the past 
three years. Here, Coach Tierney 
and a newcomer, Rudy Chcrkauer, 
placed first in the 150 yard back-
stroke and 100 yard freesty Ie. 
In the next meet, Allegheny came 
to Buffalo and was taken over by 
State to the tune of 37 to 25.1n this, 
the first win of the year, Tierney, 
Rowley, and Cherkauer took first in 
the medley, Kneer in the 200 yard 
and 400 yard freestyle; Cherkauer 
h1 the 100 yard freestyle; Tierney in 
the 150 yard backstroke; and Rowl. 
ey in the 200 yard breaststroke. 
The following week, the same 
men took first places in identical 
events to defeat Niagara by the 
score of 43 to 32. 
Although the team lost the next 
meet at Colgate 25 to 50, the medley 
trio of Tierney, Rowley and Cher-
kauer came through again with a 
first. Rowley made his usual win in 
the 200 yard breaststroke. 
The final event of the year was a 
thriller with Niagara with State los-
ing out in the last event by a one-
point margin, 37 to 38. State won 
the ' medley, all of the freestyle 
events, and -the 2CO yard breast-
stroke. 
An interesting sidel ight to the 
season was the keen rivalry between 
Ross Rowley and Dick Temlitz in 
Girls' Cagcr.~ 
fcncing-the nt'wcst sport at State 
the 200 yard breaststroke. Rowley 
won the event four times with 
Temlit, close on his heels. Our med-
ley team was defeated only at Roch-
ester. Cherkauer and Kneer took 
most of the freestyle events in all of 
the five meets. State had the first 
place men but needed those extra 
points in the second and third places 
to come out on top in all of the 
meets. 
FENCING 
An innovation on State's Campus 
this year is the fencing group. An 
interested group of men and women 
of the campus have banded to-
gether to parry and thrust with the 
foil. Growing interest in the sport 
seems to give it promise of a long 
life on our campus. 
CHEER LEADING 
Cheer leading this year was 
handled ably by Skip Sommers and 
his dynamic helpers, Hilda Lee 
Stein, Mac Karchmer, and Sol Elfen. 
bein. To Skip and his group must be 
given much credit for helping to in-
ject the old Orange and Black spirit 
into the basketball games. 
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Girls at Play. 
W OMEN'S SPORTS 
SOCCER 
When the weather gets brisk-
that means soccer-in mud half of 
the time, but that uoesn't stop the 
games. The girls Iun out, bundled in 
sweaters, scarfs, and even mittens. 
Those on the front line tire rather 
quickly, while the goal ies are be-
moaning their Jack of action. The 
girls like soccer because they can 
take out their hard feelings on the 
ball and other people's legs. You 
aren't a real player unless you finish 
the season with at least two bruises 
on your shins. 
The Seniors were the upper-class 
winners. The final game. was played 
against the Home Ec. Sophomores. 
There was a separate contest for 
the Freshmen which was played in 
section teams. The winners, the Art 
Frosh, then played and beat the 
Seniors. Memhers of the winning 
team are: Eloise Adams, M ary 
Clark, Betty Germany, Carol Gris-
wald, Jean Iettas, Shirley Lack, and 
A lice Lohans. 
III 
• 
BASKETBALL 
It's fast, it's exciting, it's fun ! 
The best and most popular of woo 
men '5 sports is basketball. The turn~ 
out is tremendous and the elimina-
tions started early this year. Presh-
men especially showed a lot of spirit 
and good playing. 
At the finish of the contest, the 
alklass games were played. The 
best players from each class were 
chosen to play against those from 
the other classes. In May the Orange 
and Black teams were picked, and 
they had a game to which all partici-
pants of the tournament were in-
vited. 
Three teams were left in the final 
tournament; Frosh Home Be, Soph 
Home Ec, and Junior Home Be. 
SWIMMING 
It's not the ole swimming hole 
these days for State mermaids; in-
stead it's the pool. Dripping hair and 
turbaned scarfs are the ever-present 
evidences of this invigorating sport. 
It is compulsory for Freshmen and 
Sophomores. Accurate records of 
each person's achievement are being 
kept this year. Certificates are given 
for the passing of the tests. 
In the Swim. 
By NI AGARA 'S lUPPLlNG WATERS, 
STANDS OUR CITY'S PRIDE, 
D EARER TO HER SONS AND DA UGHTERS 
THAN A LL ELSE BESIDES. 
H A IL, TO THEE, 0 ALMA MATER, 
WE SHA l.L HONOR TI-lEE1 
ALL OUR LOVE AND DEEP DEVOTION, 
THINE SHA LL EVER DE. 
FAit AN D NEAR HER GLORY SHINING 
DRA W S US TO HER SIDE, 
Np,'mt TO ANYO N E DECLINING 
HELPI NG H A N O TO GUIDE. 
GLORY, THEN, TO ALMA MATER 
TH ROUGH THE YEARS SHALL RING, 
A N D A LL THOSE WHO FOLLOW AFTER 
LIKE OURSELVES SHALL SING. 
'This being a freshman is just 
one long, exciting joy-ride-with 
alt the trimmings, from spills and 
spine-tingling scares to negotiating 
impossible turns and getting all 
fi ustered over the d (saster that 
never overta~es us. 
Th",e's that first long, gradual, 
Gown-grade from the pinnacle of 
diligence that aU freshmen resolve 
to maintain at the beginning of 
their college ad'l..'enture ; that sharp, 
precipitous up-shoot that precedes 
semester exams. then that lon~!, 
endless, breath'ta~ing, ter"'fying 
swoop Into the abysmal depths of 
the "dismals" that accompany 
the posting of mar~s. The second 
half ,of the ride is disastrously 
similar. 
We dared to be ta~en for that 
ride. A courageous class, you see, 
but rather gullible. Otherwise we 
would not have fa lien fCYY the des, 
picable tric~ that the Sophs pulled 
on us by greasing our end of the tug-
of-war rope during Freshman 
Wee~. 
But, as for exemplary conduct 
and behavior, that's a different 
matter. As~ President Roc~well 
about our {lssembly C(mdu~t or 
VERDANT 
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Ioo~ at our Betty Grever who, as 
head of the Student Council Eth-
ics Committee, is a model of fresh-
man paise and decorum. 
N.o former Freshman Closs has 
ever submitted more mee~ly to its 
torturing wee~ of hazing. We rolled 
peanuts down the Student Centf"f 
with our noses, we roma.nced "DoW 
patch style," we attempted to have 
stray faculty members determine 
whetha or not "orHogomy did re-
capitulate philogony," and, oh 
yes, we even got married- to pJease 
Sophomcyye Kay McKenna. 
And when it comes to athletics 
- well! We present with justifiable 
pride Winford Swanson, a fast-
stepping lad on any gym ~ocr, 
whether it be during a bas~etball 
game or noonday dancing-or 
ta~e Vastola and Be;' Garelic~. 
Y ou see; there were as many Fresh-
men in there losing for dear old 
B. S. T. C. as there were Sophs, 
juniors, or Seniors. 
There's no denying that Jim 
Cher~aur splashed on as much 
water out of our pool as arty upper' 
cla.ssma.n on the swim squad, and 
it's common ~owledge that Bob 
Wolf and John Morosy assi.lled 
I 
I 
Joe Romano on the soccer squad as 
ably as any of 'he players. I, may, 
however, have s~ipped your aeten .. 
tion that our own Sam Snitzer, of 
scholastic fame, was the only B. 
S. 'T. player to win a match in the 
.~rst ping-pong tournament against 
the U. of B. 
We sholl tac'fully pass over 
scilOlastic achievements, claiming 
that uninitiated freshmen are the 
na'ural prey of college profs, and 
jump into ano,her field of fresh. 
man achievement by presenting 
Don Runyon, as good a debater as 
has ever wiggled an uvula in de-
fense of the Orange and Blac/(. 
'T rodding crea~ingly over the 
boards into the field oI dramatics, 
we feel secure in stating that no 
o,her freshman class could possibly 
have boasted of having so heavenly 
a Madonna as Vic~y Lauer, so 
lovely an Angel of 'he S'ar as 
Betsy Muel/(e, err so sta,ely as,. 
Gabriel as be'wigged Wal, Merr· 
daunt. 
And singing! How many fresh, 
man classes can say they presented 
the school with a new Alma Mater 
or that they ha.d such a leader as 
Jean Jettas to conduct them into a 
position oj honora.ble mention at 
the Interclass Sing! However, we 
fran~ly admi' defeo, when ,he 
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subject of Music 101 is broached. 
'That is becoming too specific- it 
was only in matters of mass dis, 
cord that we excelled. 
N.ot a tric~ did we Freshmen 
leave untried. When Uncle · Sam 
first called, Brian Cole and Bill 
Grea,bacht threw off 'heir shop 
coats and donned army I{ha~i to 
prove that the sword is still mighti' 
er than the lathe. 
All 'hrough 'he year - Faculty 
Reception, Holly Hanging, Soph· 
Frosh Hop, Stunt N.ite, Moving' 
Up Day-the Freshmen continu-
ally had their fingers in the pie. 
Largely responsible for whatever 
successes the class enjoyed are the 
Freshman officers, WaJ~er Mar-
daunt, Anne Yaw, W ilbu.r Moran 
and Jean. Hanrahan. 
And so, tWW that the Art Sec' 
Lion can draw an artistic game of 
tit~tanoe . the Home Ecs can baste 
a seam- and almost cool(. the In .. 
dustrial boys have completed their 
four,h set of matched Chop S'ici(s, 
and 'he General College group has 
discarded the old-fashIOned hic~ory 
"ic~ in lieu of modern Child Psy· 
chology, we feel ourselves free to 
throw off ,he verdan, badge of 
Freshmanhood and assume the 
pseudo· sophistication of Sopho· 
mores. 
II 
I 
We came to Sta'e in 'he fall of 
• 39, eager! WJ"de,cyed, a little scared, 
and filled to the hil' with nob" 
aspirations. From a collection of 
strangers, we very quic~ly became 
friends, and out of our class grew 
a unity of respect, of spirit, and of 
love- ou.r class. 
So it was together we learned 
about college, together with . ou.r 
companions we grew slowly wiser, 
more sophisticated, more self 
asserted. We earned our first laurel 
at Christmas time when we dec .. 
orated the second floor well enough 
to merit first prize in the Holly 
Hanging contest. Soon afterwa:rds 
we staged our first dance, the Le.lp 
Year Hop, in cooperation with the 
Sophomores . We even established 
a date bureau., a first-come, first .. 
catch seroice with OUf beautiful co" 
cds giving complete cooperation. 
We were not lac~ing in sport 
participation either that first year. 
Lanlo Che' Swier became. one of 
Coach Coyer's best scorers on the 
varsity bas .~etball 'eam. Our pluclo 
Home Ec-en, under direction of 
star player Marge Bennett, wrested 
the championship with some dijji~ 
culty from determined Seniors. We 
were well represented at all times 
on the badminton court and in the 
ping .. pong room. 
On Stunt Nite. Section 4 came 
forth with the hilarious antics of 
Chuc~ Reed~, Don Vol,z and Del 
BLITHE 
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Sto~es on a "Bored of Censorship." 
In the early spring we decided 
that, despite our warnings, the 
members of the faculty were, after 
all, interested in our welfare and 
not our scalps. So we dressed up in 
our best suits and afternoon dresses 
and gave them a tea j'ust to show 
them we were appreciative. We 
hope we have established a preced,. 
ent for all freshman classes to 
follow. 
During tr.e past few years our 
country has been becoming in' 
creasingly airpla.ne,conscious. From 
their own dTY enthusiasm and to 
promote the interests of others on 
campus, two of our Jac~s, Arm· 
strong and Charles, organized the 
Aviation Club. With the assist-
ance of the JaculLY advisor, Miss 
Palmer, the club soon became a 
very popular activity. 
'fhe Y Ca.rnival came along and 
we came along, too, with our low 
prices, qLLic~ service marriage bu-
reau. The parson did his best to 
pacify the campus queens and 
ma~e the eligible bachelors in' 
eligible. 
Before long it was Moving·Up 
Day and our first chance to par' 
ticipate in this lovely tradition. We 
sent Peg Brown and Marge Shea 
to wait on the ~.ueen, while we all 
exchanged roses, and thus abarl' 
cloned our babyhood. In the pdrade, 
our Home Ec-eTS won first prize 
with their huge birthday ca~e dec-
orated with human candle' holders. 
OUT hygienic class float receitJed 
honorable mention. 
13ut then-could we believe it-
June came upon us. Parting was 
ncar. For one last glorious j1ing, we 
threw our memories party. Into one 
joyous evening, we crowded a ),ear 
oJ laughs, oJ tears, oJ happiness, a 
litde heartache, a great deal of 
fr iendship. We had a strengthen-
ing bond of love now--memories 
to share. "S'long-write- good, 
bye. " 
We came bac~ agaitl another 
fflll (0 find ourse1'L'CS sophisticated 
sophomores, no longer umITied 
frosh. There were youngsters about, 
eagerly asl(ing questions to which 
we distramted blithe answas. We 
as~ed ihem to make vegetable dolls 
with a "the"fe, now!" attitude. Hut 
those dever frash came very near to 
t uming the tables on us when they 
submitted their assignments. So 
exqu.isite were their cTeatioflS that 
we had to call "HELP" when it 
came to the judging. 
Soon Interclass Sing was in the 
air, with its uproar of magnificent 
hopes, wl1isperedplans, and f1'(1ntic 
rehearsals . Kelley and Daly, once 
their Irish was aroused, l1aunted 
the hulls, nabbing us unexpectedly 
and chaSing us to rehearsals until 
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we IeaTned to bellow our tJe1'j' best. 
On that gloriOUS day of the sing, 
Rosemary Rathman led us, while 
we ·vowed from Our hearts" Always 
and Forever, we'll thin~ of thee- ". 
When the results came·-joy of 
Joys! We had won, we had re~ 
ceived the coveted Interclass Sing 
banner. 
After that, we turned a little 
corny and cast haystac~s about the 
gym for our second Soph-Frosh 
Hop. Right hands round clary doe, 
swing your partne-r- we danced 
till we shook the rafters off the 
Little Red Barn. 
Withal our activity, we did not 
neglect the more seriou.s aspects of 
our tmining. Four of our boys, Hill 
Trautman, ] acl( Armstrong, ] acl( 
Charles and Jac~ Bannister, re-
ceived flying certificates which they 
earned from CAA training. We 
partoo~ of another Stunt )I(lte, 
conducted tUTtle races at the Y 
Carnival, and on One more Mov-
ing·Up Day we advanced another 
notch. 
Yes, we've sailed two years so 
far, two full, superb years. With 
staunch Captain Dan O'Donnell 
ever at the helm, we sailed always 
towaTd new and richer horizons. 
We feel at least a little .iustified 
now, as we as~, 
"If the class of '44 comes, can 
success be faT behind?" 
II 
II 
I 
The scene-A stately Georgian 
portico-
The time-A fine, late'summer 
day, September, 1938, early in the 
morning-
'The characters- 'The young, 
wger, untried Class of '42-
Yes, that was we on freshman 
registration day in 1938, Many of 
us were still .~ushed from our ad-
ventures at Freshman Camp, and 
we carried this glow with us 
throu.gh ou.r orientation days and 
"hell wee~." 
Very soon, as our class entered 
whole-heartedly into college lIfe, 
a number of personalities began 
to emerge. Roland Murphy, Peter 
Lucas, BIll Callan, and Irv 
Cohen, on the soccer squad were 
giving an indication of the talent 
our class has since brought to all 
State's athletic fields. Mary Lutz, 
as our class vice-president, became 
~own as an able and friendly 
leader, Earl Obermeyer, Gertrude 
Berlin, Ralph Smith, and Bob 
Mar~s were recognized among the 
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actors of the class, and George 
Pagan had already demonstrated 
that business-lif(e efficiency which 
has since served our class so well. 
And so, with many things to do, 
we came rapidly to Moving-Up 
Day, sans the sadness of the 
Seniors and the poignancy of de-
parture, and stood at the threshold 
of a new experience. 
We arrived at college in our 
Sophomore year , surely a little 
more sophisticated, a little mOTe 
matw'e. How we entered into 
college life that year! It was our 
turn to initiate the newcumers to 
the college family, and we dId this 
with a conscience,-yet tradition 
was tempered with a mercy learned 
from our own earlier, harsh experi-
ence, We brought our energy and 
enthusiasm to all the traditional 
Sophomore actitlities- the Inter' 
class Sing, the 7' oy Drive, and the 
Soph-Frosh Hop. More personali-
ties were coming to the fore. Ken 
Philips began to demonstrate our 
'version of the perennial treasurer, 
BaTbaTa and Juanita Rudolph ap-
peaTed prominently on publica~ 
tiGrIs staffs, the Dramatic Club 
and the Psychology Club, while 
Dic~ SwaT< and Esther Yac~w 
bos~ie weie active in the Art Edw 
cation circle. Carol Frazee, our 
tJice~president, established a repu-
tation fOT knowing something about 
e_yone. Probably, of all OUT 
memories of our Sophomore year, 
in ouy college middle-age, we shall 
thin~ most often of M oving-Up 
Day, and our fe-elected president. 
Mary Lutz, enunciating so ably 
our belief in a democratic class 
solidarity. 
Another September brought 
many of tiS to college (IS Junior 
Counselors. Under the chairman-
ship of Gemld ClaT~e, oolunteeT 
counselors guided the new Fresh-
ma11 C lass successfully through the 
exciting first days of college-days 
pleasantly reminiscent of our own 
mellowed experiences. 
The fiw half of this yeClT was 
mar~ed by an evcr~increasing l'Jace 
of activity fOT 'he Junior Class-
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a pace that reached it5 pitch jwt 
before the Christmas vacation, 
with the cla.s5 generously reprc~ 
sen ted on the cast of the Christma.s 
Play; with jolly Ken Philips acting 
as the white-bearded gu.est of honor 
at the Christmas Party; and 
"Winterlude," at the new Klein' 
hans Music Hall, ending the season 
in a tTiumph for the Class of '42, 
Who will ever forget our Snow 
Q.ueen, Ruby Fitch, OT those for-
waTd-loo~ing favars' 
After the semester exa. m inat ions, 
the color of the class changed, talc 
ing on vay definotely that prof,,-
sionaI hue which has tinted us from 
time to time since our beginnings 
here. We started this year, .~tudents 
only; we leat'c it, students 5till , bu.t 
teachers also. 
Altd now, the curtain h~:LS 
closed on this, ou.r third and" best-
so~far" act. With the confidence 
won by three years of success, we 
are waiting for the curwin to open 
on our last act- we, the C lass of 
'42. a united, experienced. con' 
fident ca.st. 
I 
, I 
II I 
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This I behold or dreamed it in a 
dream . .. 
It seemed li~e such a massive 
structure-fine. stately portals; 
entering were a group of laughing, 
singing voices. 
The tune changed, however, as 
hazing too~ place and college hfe 
assumed formality at the Fresh-
man Reception. But those were 
happy, happy days- the Social 
Centers were pools of recreation. 
The Student Center featured the 
Levin girts in "Levin style." 'Then 
Interclass Sing-song history 
was made with OUT version of 
"S. T. C." to the tune of "Three 
Blind Mice," WIth Albert Rydzn-
sl(i's bro~en'down accompaniment. 
So-we hurrie.:l on--,-over-whelmed 
wit.h Christmas traditions, intensi-
fied at exams, amused at Stunt 
N.ite and with anticipation of 
Moving-Up Day. 
What is happening to these 
little timid fol~7 Sections 3 and 4 
s,te.at prjz~s at Stunt }{ite. Rai~en 
and McCoy are featured as Pete 
and Gus, and Beri Craig sets her 
reputation as a "cute hI' secre-
tary." Remember Charlie Camp-
bell appearing at school one day 
in a blue uniform! And, of cou.rse, 
the campus glamour boys of those 
days- Sid Morgan and Dan 
Mc"(erney. "(orman Galembo 
came through with the White Rose 
of SIgma Tau. Under the leader-
ship of 'f ommy Smith we proved 
that th is Class of '41 had possi-
bilities. 
Not to be outwitted by the form' 
er Junior Cla-ss, this group set out 
W breal( all preceding records. We 
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junior counselled with more ad, 
vice. we sang with more volume, 
we danced with mOTe swing, we 
taught with more proficiency, we 
played with more sport and we 
dramatized with more feeling. In 
this dilemma of activity, there arose 
notable personalities- we can't 
forget Charlie "the organizer" 
'T «rcott, Opal .. sing'mistress" 
Oel~ers, David "chaIT-prom" Co-
piello, Secretary Mayer. Mermaid 
Duthie., Cheer-leader S~ip Som-
mers, Class'conscious C ochern. 
and the Harmony girls. Winnie 
Jenner and Marg McCullar. The 
Aquacade boys, Tierney and 
Rowley, put State on the Water-
way. Manager Beal would qualify 
as a fireman. he's a Vt'teran 
"revivor, II but the draft comes first. 
Hold me bacl(, girls, that handsome 
Greel( god IS Joe Romano. He 
plays soccer, too. Another who 
~IC~S the ball around is "Cutie" 
Potter. Living up to' the sentiments 
that Exton and &hlotzer so neatly 
portrayd, Cupid shot (not a 
chocolate arrow, either) o.t Peg 
McDonough and &b Griffin. The 
lovebug also bit Dave Cownie and 
Joy Brown. Betty Anne Seibert 
and Ann Earl go on ahead,-
haven"t you noticed those " tric~y 
berets they wear? Don't lool( now, 
but that wal~ing linguist is J ac~ 
Murphy . Ruth Albright came 
through on )'e ole Charity Drive. 
When it came time to "test your 
~nowledge. it doesn't matter. any' 
way." for the State inquiry, the 
quiz ~ids, Gurvitz and Simon, 
topped off high honors. And then, 
not to be out,done by the masculine 
I' 
line, Mary 'Taylor too~ the award 
for excellency in practice-teaching. 
The Eighteenth Century drawing 
room was adorned more graciously 
by E(ueen -"Iorma Williams. My, 
my, we certainly have the talent, 
but now what are they doing? 
People dash up to the Bureall-, 
they haunt the library, they frequent 
the museums and galleries, theyloo~ 
worried and terrified, the girls are 
losing weight, and the boys haven't 
slept in wee~s, The moment of 
anxiety and then-a C! Rem.em~ 
ber practice-teaching? For the few 
on campus, CooJ{e, whose middle 
initial should be "A". cynical 
Pec~, and mawof-the·hour Cough· 
1m, fight to uphold the affirmative 
side of the question. At the ros-
trum, Don Donley, the erstwhile 
President of Student Council, ref-
erees. Sections 3 and 4 satirize 
the new restrictions un assemblies . 
Joan Tarrant puts on a drive to 
raise the Joint Charities quota. 
Stage-door Johnnies Weigand, 
Sion, Strub, Kamins~a, and Kirch 
prove the auctioneer's report that, 
with men who ~now, it's .2 to I. The 
personalities of Charlie McCarthy 
and Bertha Dembows!{i cannot be 
omitted from this annual-they 
have contributed their all to ou.r 
class . And then, the colossal event 
of the year - the Senior Ball con-
ducted successfully by Ball . 
As ),ou. read the closing chapter 
of this history you will find that the 
Class of '41 has carried on the 
same traditions, has had the same 
joyful and sad experiences as any 
class before, but to us it holds 
sacred memories that we will 
treasure always. 
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THELMA AIIEL 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in EducatiOt1 
EDleE ANI"lP.RSON 
Jamestown, New York 
B.S. in Home Economjc~ 
FRANCES Ar.nERTs 
Rochester, New York 
B.S. in Education 
SAllY ANDERSON 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
RUTH ALBRIGHT 
Kenmure, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
EMMA ANNAlETT 
Dunkirk, New York 
B.S. in Education 
CHARLES AMlIHlAN 
Ruffalo, New York 
B.S. in Industria! Arts 
Homer, New York 
B.S . in Education 
Elms 
C. \VllsJ.(~Y AUSTIN 
Kenmore, New York 
B.S. in Industrial Art., 
CHARLE~ BALL 
Peekskill, New York 
B.S. in Industria! Arts 
1941 
ROSEMARY AVERY 
Lackawanna, New York 
B.S . in Education 
A . MAlll1l BARKER 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
r RENE I1A K RR 
Jamestown, New York 
B.S. in Education 
JOY BARKER 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. itl Education 
EVA llAl.DwlN 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
RA:.mNA BAIlNIlS 
Dunkirk, New York 
B.S. in Education 
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HAROLD BElAL 
Palmyra, New York 
B.S . in Education 
Butfalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
LUCILLE BEAl1.lJSLl:Y 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
BI!Tl'P. flELLRENG 
Niagara Falls, New York 
B.S. in- Education 
RUTH BECK 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
FLORENCE BERGTOLD 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
EInls 
Johnson City, New York 
B.S . in Education 
MmlAM I1RUTHER 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
1941 
ERNI!-STtNI! BooRO)'! 
Interlaken, New York 
/3.S. in EdHC£1tiol1 
EUZAlJl!Tl l LOUTSE RROWN 
Prattsburg, New York 
B.S. in Home &onomics 
ELI!ANOR KAY RRANT 
Clinton, New York 
B.S. in Home Ecollomics 
J OYCE RflOWN 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in &iucation 
JOYCE IJRINK!!L 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
LILLIAN B UDL>I! NI IACI!N 
Callicoon, Nc\\' York 
B.S. in Education 
AUH'.RTA BJ{QWN 
South Dilyton, Nc\\' York 
B.S. in Home &ol1omic~ 
MARY RUP..cHNER 
&otia, New York 
B.S. if 1 Education 
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VeRA BURKLEY 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
DAVin CAPPIELLO 
Rochester, New York 
B.S. in Industrial Arts 
EMILY MAY BuTtER 
Castile, New York 
B.S. in Education 
F R.ANC.t!S CAROTKIHl8 
Kenmore, New York 
B.S .. in Home. &011omics 
E\'I!LYN CAGE 
Kenmore, N ew York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
ARTHUR CARR 
Sloa.n, New York 
B.S. in Eduwtion 
GRACI! CALKINS 
Victor, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
VP.RAT. CASHMORP. 
Kenmore, New York 
O.S. in EducatiOTl 
Elms 
ALIce CHMURA 
Bulfalo, New York 
B.S. il1. eauwtion 
GllOltCI! CoCH IlI\N 
Kenmore, New York 
B.S. itl A1t Education 
1941 
P HfLl I' CIfRISTNlllt 
P'4vilion, New York 
B.S. in EdHCllLi()J1 
VIRGIN(A Co llO 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. il1 Homt: &Ortomics 
JAN!! C IRRITO 
Dunkirk, New York 
B.S. in Education 
ELA(NE CoLI! 
Lyndonville, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
LOR1\A1NE CLeARY 
Niagara Falls, New York 
8.S. in Education 
KATHflRINl! CoLE 
Rochester, New York 
B.S. il1 A1t .&lucatio)1 
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EM Il.Y CoNAWAY 
Delevan, New York 
B.S. in A1t Education 
DAVll) COWN IE 
Buff.\lo, New York 
il.S. il1 E d ucl1tiOl I 
DAVlU COOKE 
Bulfato, New York 
B.S. in EducatiOn 
n P.RYL CRAIn 
Niagara F,dls, New York 
R S. iu &lucatioll 
E OITH OxlMBS 
Canaseraga, New York 
B.S. in Home &Ortomics 
BETTY CRAWfORD 
Wil1iamsville, New York 
B.S. il1 Art Education 
Elms 
R rCH ARD CoUG HLIN 
Bulfata. New York 
B.S. i11 Eduwtiol1 
PHYU.IS CRP.I!O 
Lancilster , New York 
I3.S, in EducatIon 
1941 
CATlIElUNI! CROCUSTON 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
NOR!::!!N DAVI!Y 
Keeseville, New York 
B.S. in Education 
HARRY CURTlN 
Butf:Jl0, New York 
B.S. in Industria! Arts 
HELEN DAY 
C,,1edonia, New York 
B.S. in Educario1i 
KAZMIRA CZERNIIlJI!WSKI 
Lackawanna, New York 
B.S. in Education 
MARY DELANEY 
Ovid, New York 
B.S. in Edu(;(ltion 
PAUL DAUCIiER 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in lndustritd Arts 
BERT HA DIl}.{BOWWI 
Rochester, New York 
B.S. in Edu(;(lUon 
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ANTHONY DIlSclPlo 
Binghamton, New York 
B.S. in Industrial Arts 
DONAL D DONLI!Y 
Bufralo, N ew York 
B.S. i1\ Educatiotl 
BETTlE! DISTLER 
Buff<llo, New York 
B.S. in Home &onomics 
MERIBETII DUNCKllL 
Norwich, New York 
B.S. ill Home &Ol1omics 
J EA NNE DODSON 
Friendship, New York 
B.S. in Home Ecot1omics 
MARJORIF. DUTHIE 
BufFalo, New York 
B.S. in Home Economic., 
MARGARET DOLAN 
Tonawanda, New York 
B.S. in Education 
I3ulFalo, New York 
B.S. in Hottle EWlIOmics 
Elms 
Tonawanda, New York 
B.S. in Education 
MARGARET ESCHNI:!R 
Bufhlo, New York 
B.S. in Art Edw;cil ion 
1941 
ALICE EATON 
West Falls, New York 
B.S. in Education 
JANt! EVANS 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. if1 Education 
SEA TRICE EBLING 
Buffalo, New Yor k 
B.S. l'n.Art Edumtion 
WILLIAM EXTON 
P"lmyr<l, New York 
B.S. in Art Educatim1 
FRANCES EpSTt!IN 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
LINDSA Y F.-\RNAN 
r.."cbw<lnn<l, New York 
13.S. in InduMritli Arts 
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HELEN FORPAHl 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Art EdHWtion 
NORMAN G .. \ll!:'II!O 
Buflalo, New York 
B.S, in f.d!(C£!tioll 
RUTH FOSTER 
Akron, New York 
B.S. in Art Education 
nERNARD GLA~HR 
Bufblo, New York 
B.S. in IfJdH,\(.rilll Arts 
Mt!L ROSE FRANKLIN 
Belfast, Ne\v York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
EDNA GORDON 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Edllcation 
Elms 
BERNICE FRANKS 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Home Economic~ 
M ,\RjORIE GOTTLI"?B 
Ebene7.er, New York 
. B.S. ill Etltl.C<uirltl 
1941 
ANN!! GOULU 
Cassadaga, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
NOR).,.A GRF.S~I!LL 
Buffalo, New York 
I3 .S. i ll Art Education 
LEON GRAUER 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. 171 Education 
ROBERT GRU'l' IN 
Buffalo, New York 
n.s. it1 EduCdtiol! 
MARY GRAH AM 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Eduwtiotl 
INEZ GRODS 
BuJfalo, New York 
B.S. itl Eduration 
CI IARtf!S GRRMKIl 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in EdHcdtion 
MIl.TON GURVITZ 
flun:alo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
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MARJOI!.IE H .... Pl'A 
H olland, New York 
B.S. ttl Home Economics 
HUClll HASLIlTT 
Pearl River, New York 
B.S. ill Indust,ria/ Arts 
ALBERTA H A MI5T I! iI. 
Kenmore, New York 
B.S. in Education 
ETHEL HI!LLl!M5 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. ill Home Economics 
GERALDINI! HARM ON 
Bronxville, New York 
B.S. in Home Economic.~ 
CLARA HELLI!N 
Butfalo, ~New York 
B.S. ill Ed ucation 
STEPHEN H ARRISON 
Buffalo, New York 
I3.S. in fndustr ial Arts 
GI!RTRUUI! HBLLNIl R 
Buffa lo, New Yurk 
B.S. in Ed uwtioll 
Elms 
l~ 
W ARRF,N HI!LWlG 
Tonawanda, New York 
B.S. in Industria! Arts 
PATRICIA HOLD1U.!DCL! 
Syracuse. New Ynrk 
ILS. in Home EcotlOmics 
1941 
Williamsville, New York 
B.S . in Education 
MURIP.!. H OLMES 
P:ltcilogue, New York 
B.S. in EductLtlOl1 
GRACE lilMMI!LI! 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. 111 £Juwti<lTI 
M ,\RV Hussl!¥ 
Seaclitf, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
J AUF}; HOllI!NSlll! 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Industrial Art.<; 
M. EVP.LYN INGH:\M 
Jamestowll, New York 
B.S. in Art Education 
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ROllJORT I~ENBERG 
Oakfield, New York 
B.S. in Educlltiul1 
eLA YTON KAMl NS KA 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Indt(.~trjal Arts 
WINIPRED JI!NNtllt 
Buffalo, Nc",' York 
B.S . in EdHwtion 
GRETCHEN KAUTZ 
Olean, New York 
B.S. in Education 
HI'.LEN JOHN~ON 
Lynuollv ille, New York 
B.S. ill Home Ecorlomics 
P UYLLIS KENYON 
Lyndonville, New York 
O.S. in Home Economic5 
Elms 
Q. ELIZABETH JONes 
Corfu, Nev,' York 
B.S. in Education 
HARRIET KING~LI!Y 
Elmira, New York 
B.S. in Art Education 
1941 
GEORGE KlRCH 
Ploral Park, New York 
B.S. in Industrial Arts 
RUTH KRII!MAN 
Tonawanda, New York 
B.S. in EdllCdtion 
HELEN KO\\!AL~KI 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
M YR TLE KRULL 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
FRANCES KRAINZ 
Gowand<l., New York 
B.S. in Educatioll 
GJ::OI\.GE K UHN 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Industria~ Arts 
NORMA KRAUSll 
Kenmore, New York 
B.S. in EdU((ItiOl1 
MARZETTA LATI IAM 
Elmira, New York 
B.S. in Art EducatiOtl 
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JOHN LESLIE 
Uuffalo, New York 
B.S. in Industrial Arts 
PEA RL LINDL!NBAUM 
Niagara Falls, New York 
B.S, in Education 
MURII!L Ll!VER 
Niagara Palls, Nc\v York 
B.S , in Home Economics 
Enw ARt) LII'OW1CZ 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S . in Art Educati011 
tlYLVIA D. LEVIN 
Buffalo, New York 
I3.S. in EdHWtioll 
EVIiLYN LOCKWOOD 
i3uffalo, New York 
B.S . in EduClltiol1 
THEJ. l>I A LrMIJURG 
HoUanJ, New York 
B.S. in Honle ECOJlomic.> 
MYRTLE LcrrTE5 
Dunkirk, New York 
B.S. in Edncati(Jl1 
Elms 
MURIEL LYNDS 
Lockport, New York 
B.S. in Education 
J. H OWARD McCUl.I.oUGH 
Ruffalo, New York 
B.S. j,1 Indwtrial Arts 
1941 
CJlARLI!S Mc.--GARTIlY 
TIuft"a\o, Nt\'-, York 
B.S. in Education 
MARGA ReT McDONOUGH 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. i~1 Education 
1\· K!L McCoy 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
C,\THP.RINB McL ELLAN 
Batavia, New York 
B.S. in Eduw~iot1 
MAIlOAIU!l M c:CU LLOIl 
L'lckawanna, New York 
I3.S. in EJucllfion 
RRATR1CI! M .... cB 
Lackawanna , New York 
B.S. in Education 
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MARIBMAHL 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Home" &onomics 
ELiZABBT H M AUL 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
H"!!tEN MANORY 
New York Milb, New York 
B.S. in Art Education 
J eAN M A YER 
Buffalo, New York 
U.S. in Home &(momic~ 
E MMA T. MORON"!! 
Roche9ter, New York 
B.S. Ilt Education 
BL"s''111! MENCl!R 
Ruffalo, New York 
B.S. in Eduwtio71 
Elms 
EDITH M ARTIN 
T onawanda, New York 
B.S. in Education 
HBLf!N MRll.l!NA 
Herkimer. New York 
B.S. in Home. CcorlOmics 
\ 
1941 
DOROTHY MICHERDZINSKI 
Buffa lo, New York 
B.S. in Edu.cation 
G LE NN MORRISON 
Franklinville, New York 
B.S. in Edu.catiOtl 
T HP.J.MA Mrl.l.EP. 
Seneca Falls, New York 
8.5. iT) Education 
HlLDl~W MULLtl l~ 
&t:l.\'ia, New York 
B.S. in Education 
BllATRICI! MINKl!L 
Buffalo, New York 
8.S. in Education 
JACK MUR I'1'IY 
Buffalo. New York 
B.S. in Education 
S mRLEY MOOR I! 
Niagara bIb, New York 
B.S. in Educaticm 
RnA M U RPIiY 
Lewiston, New York 
B.S. in Education 
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JOliN M UKRAY 
Oswego, New York 
B.S. ill &luc(I(1(JlL 
En.p.p.:-I O 'CoNNOK 
Buffalo, New York 
I3.S. in Education 
OUV E NICHOLS 
Ca t taraugus, New York. 
B.S. in EJuCiltic)J! 
M ARY JAN E OtlLKEIl.S 
North T onawanda, 'New York 
B.S. in EducatiOrt 
RUTH Nom.1! 
Buffalo, New York 
U.S . iTl Home EconV111io 
ALLP.:-IOWEN 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in ITldu.l trial Arts 
MARGARI!T O' URIJ! N 
Sloan, New York 
U.S. ;'1 Education 
MILD ll.lW PAGE 
Binghamton, New York 
8.S. in Education 
Elms 
G8NE P A WlOW8KI 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
J UI .T A P P.TO 
Springville, New York 
B.S. if I Education 
1941 
ROBERT Peel;: 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
PATRICK PINTO 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Industrial Arts 
E LI7.AIH!TH P eLt 
North Tarrytown, N ew York 
B.S. in Art EduClt tio» 
J EANNE PIPl!l~ 
Lewiston, New York 
B.S. in Education 
J UNfI P f.ItR Y 
Lockport. New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
R OIHm,T P OTTER 
Manchester, New York 
B,S, in Industrial Arts 
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GU!NDA P OWI!LL 
Moriah, New York 
B.S, ill Home Economics 
MARrs!!LL S, ReID 
81ao<lcll, N. Y. 
B.S. ill Home Economics 
MA R. ION PRice 
Williamsville, New York 
B.S. in Home l!conomics 
MARGUI!IUTI! R eiNHA RD 
Bay Shore, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
MORR18 RAIK8N 
Bu/raio, New York 
B.S. in Education 
DOROTl! !!!! Rl!YNOLDS 
Niagara Falls, New York 
B.S. if! EducatiOfl 
Elms 
E~IMA R ANG 
Lockport, New York 
B.S. in Education 
R UTH RICHARDS 
Lockport, New York 
B.S. in Education 
1941 
MAKG.,\R.eT R IC HA RDSON 
Hornell, New York 
B.S. ill Educatiun 
JAMES R OMlJOUOH 
Buffalo, New Ynrk 
D.S. it! Industrial Arts 
R OSEMARY RIOR rJAN 
Buffalo, New York 
D.S. ill Educ(/tiOt! 
MARJO lue Rosll 
TonawQllda. New York 
n.s. itt Art Education 
J eAN R Oll i NSON 
Syrac.II5C, New York 
B.S. in EducatioJl 
Ross ROWLEY 
Tonawanda, New York 
B.S. ill EducatIon 
josl!rH ROMANO 
Rochester. New York 
B.S. in EJHWtiOtl 
ALBERT R YDZVNSKI 
nuffalo, New York 
B.S. in f'.ducatiotl 
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ELA INE SAAR 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in EducatiOTl 
HI':LP.:-.I SANlJl!CKI 
Buffalo, Nl!w York 
B.S. ill EdllCtltiol1 
M A RY EUlARI!TH' SAG!! 
Gowanda, New York 
B.S. In Home Economic~ 
GORDON SANP01W 
Corning. New York 
B.S. ill &iuccltiou 
RITA SAJI!CKE 
f1utfa io, New York 
B.S. in Education 
ROBIlRT ScJlAI'~R 
Dunkirk, New York 
B.S. ill !tulrutTi(!i Art.~ 
AMI!LlA SALVACGIO 
Rochester, New York 
B.S. in Education 
Butfalo, New York 
B.S. ill Home &ol1(mlics 
Elms 
EDWARD SCHNElDl!R 
Bovina Center, New York 
B.S. in Education 
BETTY ANNE SElDERT 
Buffalo, New York 
/3 .S . i11 EducatiOtl 
1941 
BI!'fTY ScHREI NER 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
VIRGINIA SHANAHAN 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
MARY KATl1L1HIN SCOTT 
N iagara Falls, New York 
B.S. in EdUCdtion 
HP.lEN S!!I!RWOOD 
BufFalo, New York 
B.S . i11 Art Ed!lca/,j(lH 
GLF.NDON SEAMAN 
Ogdensburg, New York 
B.S. in Industria! Art~ 
I Rl!Nl! SIEROSLAWSKI 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in E(b~cdtiOtl 
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AARON SIMON 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
THOMAS SMITH 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in IT/austrial Arts 
WILH AM SION 
Hamburg, New York 
B.S. in Indu stria! Arts 
RACHEL S~lYTH 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Home Economics 
LOUTS!! SLOCUM 
Warsaw, New York 
B.S. in Education 
SEYMOU R SQl. .. jMER~ 
Monticello, New York 
6.S in Industrial Arts 
Elms 
Br.TTY JANE SMITH 
Buffalo, New York 
13.S. in Education 
MM~lAN SONTH1! I ~f 
Lyons, New York 
/l.S. in Education 
1941 
lP.t!NI! SI'IIlWAKOWSKA 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Art Ecltlcati011 
M. MAY STRIP!' 
East Bethany, New York 
B.S. in Education 
R eBUT SI' II.ING 
Lockport, New York 
ll5. in IT1duscri(11 Arts 
VI!RNON STRUIl 
Floral Park , New York 
U.s. in Industrial Arts 
BETTY STI!GMAN 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S . in Educa.tion 
MARJORIE STUDI!R 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. ill Home &oHoruics 
ALICE &rmLOw 
Medina, New York 
B.S. in Education 
M A RY JANE SuU.)Y .... N 
Buffaio, New York 
B.S. itl Education 
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ANCI!!.O SUOZZ1 
Buffalo, New York 
D.S. in Industrial Art.1 
MARY JANEl' TAY LOR 
Lockport . New York 
B.S. ill &tucatjoll 
J AMES SWEIlT 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in EducaciOT1 
M ARCARF:r T EI'I'T 
Springville, New York 
B.S. ill EduCtitioll 
RUTH TABER 
Belfast, New York 
B.S. in Home &omnnics 
TUOMAS TrRRNEY 
Ruffalo. New York 
B,S. ill Educatiol1 
J OAN TARRANT 
Ouffalo, New York 
B.S. in education 
GF.RTl~U!)1l T jl!RRDSMA 
Ilion, New York 
B,S. ill EUI!CM IOIt 
Elms 
I ~ 
RUT!I T RAV[S 
Riverhead, New York 
B.S. in Education 
WII.LlA~! V ,\NOAL 
Lock llort, New York 
/l.S. i~l hldttut"il1 l Art.~ 
1941 
GI!NIlVTlWB TR1:;1CllLI!R 
.. North Tonawanda, New York 
B.S. in Educat,ion 
JI!AN VEnORR 
Lockport, New York 
B.S. in Edw;(ltioll 
M ARY EONA TRUT-A N 
Seneca Falls. New York 
B.S. in Art Education 
Gf.RTRUJ..)1! W AIT¥. 
Barker, New York 
B.S. in An Eduwtion 
CHARLIlS TURCOTT 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Industria! Arts 
I DA JAN!! W ANT8AOU81! 
Westfield, New York 
B.S. ill Home: EcmlOmics 
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GRACI'. WATROUS 
Cortland, New York 
B.S . in Education 
EU\ANOR WILLlA:-tS 
Camden, New York 
B.S . ill Hom~ Economics 
CHARLI!S WlllCAN I..l 
Niagara Falls, New York 
O.S.in Industrial Arts 
NORMA WILLIAMS 
Rome, New York 
B.S. in Education 
FllANCl!S WF,lSSMAN 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Art EduClItiOn 
C. Ross Wrr.I.SON 
Derhy, New York 
B.S. ill Etiuc(lticJ)j 
Elms 
Bll'lTt JEAN WIl.UAMS 
Kenmore, New York 
B.S. in education 
GJ!NI!V!I!VI! WOOO,\ RD 
Little Valley, New York 
B.S. ill Educati(m 
.' 
I' 
1941 
Elms 
JOliN WUJf!1C 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in lndu.ltrial Arts 
B8ATRICI! Y A W 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Education 
EOWARD ZII!GLI!R 
Buffalo, New York 
B.S. in Indllstri!ll ArtJ 
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AIlIlITIONAL LHAIlUAT1::5 
JENNIE V. CRANSTON MIRIAM LL~WELYN 
EDYTHE H. DURKEE IRENE M. NORTON 
EDNA A. HORSEY MARJORIE C. RACKHAM 
MURIEL ANN KIEFFER HARRY ALAN SPEAR 
EXTENSION GRAIlUATES 
DOROTHY LILLIA N ALLGRIM BEATRICE M. GEHRI NG 
EDITH BRAND ROSE GROSS 
KATHERI NE 1. COLLINS DOROTHEA ELIZABETH HARTMAN 
DOROTHY MT. PLEASANT CROUSE ROY C. HOPPER 
LILLIAN CLARA DODD JOH N JAMES MADEY 
EUGENE E . ERB DOROTHEA SEEGLER 
VINCENT C. ESPERSEN SUE L. TUTTLE 
MAURICE E. FRIOT ALICE M. WEINMAN 
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JANUARY 
JOANNE BALDWIN 
EDITH VIRGINIA BERNER 
BEATRICE E. CATON 
KATHLEEN C. CROLL 
HELEN BARBARA DOBSON 
IRVING FUHRMAN 
MILACENT M. GRIMES 
VIVIAN M. HENRY 
GLADYS J. INGALSBE 
MARION A. JACKY 
KATHLEEN LAPPIN 
GRADUATES 
ADEUNE K. McDONALD 
HELEN J MILLER 
HARRY JOSEPH MURRAY 
EDNA H. PAUL 
AUCE REN POYNTON 
&THER REUSS 
JOSEPH SPAS 
EDWARD SZYMNASKI 
JEAN LOUISE TILLOU 
RUTH J. WILLIAMS 
JOSEPH W. WITKA 
GEORGE EDWARD WYATT 
AUGUST 
LAURA ALMSTEAD ANGELL 
ELSIE C. ARNOLD 
HELEN L. ARQUITT 
GLADYS M. BAILEY 
GROVER ALFRED BATES 
RUTHE M. BAXTER 
FLORENCE ADELAIDE BED WORTH 
WALTER GORDON BLISH 
PAUL CHARLES BRADT 
EDWARD AUGUSTUS BROWN, JR. 
WANDA V. BUCHINSKY 
LENA Z. BUDDENHAGEN 
PAULINE KATHRYN BURKE 
HARRIET BYRNES 
MARION JULIA BYRNES 
ALEXANDER NORMAN CANNIOTO 
HELEN JEAN CAPLIN 
GRADUATES 
JULIA VIOLA CARPENTER 
CONSTANCE E. CASEY 
ESTHER LUCINDA CASSELMAN 
RUSANNA M. CHAD 
GENET E. CHESTER 
LLEWELLYN F. CLAY 
NETA TERRILL COLLINS 
BENJAMIN F. COLUCCI 
HELEN MARIE COOK 
EDITH J COTTON 
MILDRED ONINK DAHL 
DORIS DANIELSON 
RUTH DENGLER 
. BETTY GAVER DEYOT 
STANLEY C. D,ETZ 
DORIS WINIfRED EASTWOOD 
ELIZABETH EMILY EDWARDS 
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DORIS M. ERWIN 
MARIAN C. FINCH 
D. NELSON FINCH 
SYLVIA WAGNER FINKELSTEIN 
MURIEL PATTISON FREHSEE 
ANNA S. FREITAS 
HELEN M. GOULD 
GERALD FRANK HALL 
MARGARET C. HARTNETT 
MARY RUTH HAWLEY 
RUTH W. HEIDEN 
FRANCIS EUGENE HENEHAN 
MILDRED A. HOEHMAN 
MARIE J UUA HOFMANN 
KATHRYN L. MAY 
JULIA E. MILLER 
J ROBERT MINKEL 
MARJORIE MAE MORRIS 
FRANCES C. O'DONOGHUE 
A. MORTON RAYCH 
MALCOLM FRANCIS REDMORE 
ERNEST L. RISLEY 
VICTOR FRANCIS ROSTOHAR 
MARIE ANNE ROY 
REGINA RYAN 
GEORGE M. RYNDERS 
MARIE T. SCHWEMMER 
MILDRED GROVES SHEPHARD 
ROBERT HENRY HUBBELL FLORA SHULTZ 
MARTHA MARGOT HUNT LEONTINE FEATHERSTONE STARKS 
ADAH MAE TOHNSON LETA M. STEPHENS 
LA MAR LOUISE JOHNSON GERTRUDE FLECKSER STEVENS 
ANNA M. KANE HARRIETTE B. SWARTHOUT 
CLARENCE H. KELLER HAZEL J. SWEET APPLE 
MARJORIE ELIZABETH KINNEY GLADYS E. TAYLOR 
HERMAN G. KOHNKEN HAZEL MILDRED TREICHLER 
HAZEL A. LAMB LOUISE M. T ROVATO 
CHARLOTTE MILDRED LEWIS ALlCE EDITH VAN ALLER 
EARL WILLIAM LODER MARGARET ANNE V,LLARD 
RUBY ELIZA LOWREY FREDERICK ARTHUR WARREN 
LUELLA L YNCH OLIVE WEAVER 
FLORENCE B. MCCAPES HATTIE WETSEL 
BERTHENA ANN MCCARTER GEORGE WHlTHIEAD 
PORTER LACEY MALLORY PAUL MCCARTY WILLIAMS 
WILLIAM HULETT MATSON FLORENCE MARTHA WILBUR 
RUBY A. WOOLSTON 
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No more . .... 
At lase we've reached our parting U}(lYS 
Nothing for me , , , but bygune days 
And so in the shadows of your glory. 
ALMA MATER, 
We promise to remembeT thee. 
